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From the editor:  Chag Sameyach and welcome to the Pesach 5775/2015 edition of 
Together which we hope you find a welcome addition to your yomtov reading. The 
Officers and staff of the Shul and the editor of Together wish all members a happy 
Pesach. 
 
We apologise for the break in continuity and an absence of 2 years, but we're back in 
business and we hope you enjoy reading this edition. Ma nishtanna hamagazine 
hazeh? You will all know that the shul has recently undergone a number of changes 
both in its administrative structure and policies and the new chairman and trustees  
persuaded me to take up the editorship once more.       
 
This is the eleventh edition of Together in this format and as always we wish to thank 
those who sent in articles, reports and pictures for this and all previous editions, 
however to keep the pages fresh and interesting we appeal to our readers to send in 
new material.  
 
The next edition of Together will be Rosh Hashana in September 2015/Tishri 5776 
which gives you plenty of notice to send your articles in, preferably by email, to the 
shul office via Petula Nevitt at lohc1@aol.com or direct to the editor  
Michael Swerdlow to michael@swerdlow.co.uk 
 
 
MESSAGE FROM SENIOR WARDEN LAURENCE GOLDMAN 

 
Nearly every web site places cookies into your computer. 
Cookies are chamets and they must be thoroughly 
cleaned out of your computers in your home and at work 
prior to the sixth hour of Erev Pesach. If they are not 
eliminated, one's computer remains chametz throughout 
Pesach, and one is prohibited from using their computer 
ever again even after Pesach, as your computer would 
be classified as chametz she'avar alav Hapesach 
(chametz that was under Jewish ownership during 
Pesach) 
 
Obviously, one would probably not want to eliminate all 

one's cookies, since this would make most web sites unusable. Therefore, one 
should be extremely careful to sell their computers and laptops to a non-Jew. Since 
the non-Jew owns the computer during Pesach, one must be certain that this person 
has free unlimited access to all accounts on the computer throughout Pesach.  
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This includes releasing all passwords to both the computer itself as well as all log-in 
passwords to any network and internet accounts one has. Without doing this, the 
sale would be improper.  
 
Of particular importance, one should be careful to include release of all passwords to 
any online credit and bank accounts one has, as all such secured bank accounts 
place cookies into your computer. In short, the non-Jew must have unimpeded free 
access to all cookies existing in your computer, lest the sale be invalidated.   
 
Finally, please remember to come to Shul as often as possible over Pesach. 
Laurence Goldman, Senior Warden 

 
 
MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN ALASTER BURMAN 
 
In this congregation's history, this will be the first report from a Chairman. You will 
most probably remember last December at a special meeting of our congregation our 
constitution was amended. The considered opinion amongst some members was 
that it would encourage more volunteers to come forward to assist in either the 
religious or administrative side of management. Another very important change was 
that election to all positions was open to females except were Jewish religious law 
restricts such roles. I am happy to tell you we are just one person short of a full 
complement of Trustees, and will also remind you that four of our ladies are Trustees 
and are doing a very worthwhile job. 
 
I have counted forty-eight days since our first Trustees meeting in January, and we 
have made some progress. We have a part-time Rabbi Ariel Abel who will visit us on 
average once every two weeks, he and your Senior Warden Laurence Goldman work 
together. Your Senior Treasurer is indispensable to me, he tells me we can not spend 
money we have not got, so we rely on the Tours run by Peter Grant and Roy Stone 
to ensure we have that extra income, and then there is the Shop run by Annette 
Goodman who also provides many needed £££££. The shop has some very nice 
items for sale you might like to buy, why not pop in sometime. 
 
Shortly Linda Stone and her volunteers will be announcing a musical event or two. 
And then we have our beautiful building and the men who look after its maintenance, 
a real labour of love. For every £ we take through our events and tours we should 
spend four and five times that on maintenance. 
 
There are other people who give of their time to make things tick but we could do with 
more volunteers, just to give an hour or two every so often, call me. I know all our 
‘volunteers’ do what they do because they know they can make a difference for the 
better. We have everything any set of Honorary Officers and congregation would give 
their all for, a most beautiful building with comfortable seating, a Chazan and Rabbi 
most Shabbatot and Holy Days, a choir, a very nice Kiddush. Most weekends we 
start at 9.50am and finish about noon.  
 
As the late U.S President Kennedy famously once said, “Ask not what your 
Synagogue can do for you; ask what you can do for it,”  
Wishing every one a good Pesach.  Alaster Burman, Chairman 
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At our Seder tables we will declare: “My father was 
a wandering Aramean and he went down to Egypt …
and there he became a nation.” (Deuteronomy 26:5)

However, a!er our deliverance from Egypt, at the 
time of our acceptance of the Torah, the Almighty 
declared: “Now if you obey Me fully, and keep My 
covenant, then you will be My treasured possession out 
of all the nations … you will be for Me a kingdom of 
priests and a holy nation.” (Exodus 19:4-6)

So, when did we become a nation? Was it during 
our time in Egypt, arriving as an extended family 
group, which then expanded into a people that 
was cruelly persecuted, or was it through our 
commitment at Sinai to a life of Torah and mitzvot 
that we became God’s chosen people?

"ere are two routes through which a nation can be 
formed. One is through a shared past and the other 
is through a shared future. A group of people can 
meaningfully be fused into a national entity not just 
on account of where they have come from, but also 
based on where they are going to. When a group of 
people shares a common set of ideals, values and 
dreams, they are bound together by a treasured 
common destiny.

At Pesach-time, while we celebrate our historic 
redemption from Egypt, we are particularly 
mindful of our eventful past. Looking back through 
the history of British Jewry, we can be immensely 
proud of our achievements, many of which were 
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a#ained through adversity and hardship. On my 
travels to communities large and small I always  
hear memories of previous eras with their highs  
and lows, their challenges and achievements. We can 
be immensely proud of where we have come from.

At the same time, what is even more important 
is how we approach our future. "is recognition 
has inspired the United Synagogue to engage in a 
strategic review, while many other communities 
throughout the UK are likewise carefully investing 
in developing a clear, realistic and ambitious 
approach to their future.

As is the case at the Seder table, within British Jewry 
we are deeply aware of our origins and are keenly 
anticipating our shared future. With a#ention to 
strengthening our communities, deepening our 
Jewish awareness through education and enhancing 
our environment through acts of kindness we will 
invest in a great destiny for ourselves, our families 
and our communities.

Valerie and our family join me in wishing you all  
a chag kasher vesameach.
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STANDING ROOM ONLY, AND TALK OF CHANGE 
Report on the Extraordinary General Meeting 21st December 2014 
 

 
 
The Grade-1 Heritage Listed Princes Road Synagogue in Liverpool has for some 
years faced a number of problems ranging from falling membership and attendances 
to the ongoing decay of the building fabric. While the building is the jewel in the 
crown of the Liverpool Jewish Community, its neglect and lack of support has been a 
growing concern for many years. It was time for change not only in the way the 
synagogue was managed and administrated but to take a fresh look at raising its 
profile and image.   
 
On 21st December 2014 an extraordinary general meeting was called which was 
attended by over 50 members at which radical changes were proposed and 
unanimously agreed upon. These included voting-in a new team of trustees and 
honorary officers and several changes to the constitution which dates back to 1831.  
 
For some years a growing number of congregants at the Synagogue have called for 
changes to be made to the way the synagogue was run. Among these changes were 
to make a clear distinction between the religious and administrative sides of the 
operation. Changes included the provision of a Chairman who will oversee these two 
separate functions and responsibilities. Specialist voluntary trustees and their teams 
will be dedicated to improving the style of religious services and securing a part time 
Rabbi, fund raising, cultural activity, building maintenance and improving 
communication with its membership as well as other synagogues in the community.  
 
In a synagogue that prides itself in its unique history, one of the amendments to the 
constitution is to allow women to take on all roles other than those specifically 
determined by hallacha. 
 
"I see this as a very exciting opportunity for change," says newly elected Chairman 
Alaster Burman, "and in a shrinking community like ours, this may be our last chance 
to turn around the fortunes of this historic and important synagogue. Princes Road 
Synagogue does in fact enjoy some success and attention. It is on the city's heritage 
tourist trail and we welcome hundreds of visitors each month on our official tours 
including passengers from cruise liners that call in to Liverpool. I am determined to 
make such changes that, whoever visits us, be they old or new members or tourists, 
there is a wow factor that makes their visit memorable."     Ed. 
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THE PESACH SEDER 
By Rabbi Ariel Abel 

Dearest Friends, 

Of all the customs and practices of Pesach, Seder night is 
certainly the most important event. Matzah, marror and 
wine are indispensable, but they are only props in home 
ceremony which is meant to be theatrical and interactive. I 
have in years past conducted the Seder ceremony in 
community settings using an English-language Haggada 
divided up amongst the participants to act out or recite.  

In 2004 I submitted a Masters dissertation to Hope 
University on Education Studies. During my research I stumbled on a study on 
intergenerational education. Research has shown that in the West, the only example 
of an intergenerational educational family home ceremony is the Jewish Seder. The 
Torah tells us,  “ask your father, he will tell you, your grandfather, he will relate”. The 
point of the Seder is to engage actively with memory. For this reason I bring pictures 
of long-dead family relatives to the table on the second night, so we can ponder our 
roots and tell stories about antecedent generations. For purposes of fulfilling the 
purpose of Pesach, a family album might be no less important than matza. Relating 
to our own past allows us to appreciate on a personal level what the Exodus must 
have meant to our ancestors. If we can relate to them, we can leave our own Egypt 
with them, irrespective of the passage of time. Our ancestors were slaves to the 
Pharaoh, but many of us have experienced our own slaveries.  

Therefore, the Pesach Seder serves as a portal for our own exodus into a new 
dimension of renewed hope in the prospect that we, and the world can experience 
freedom to worship and practise our chosen faith and live according to our 
conscience.   

May I take this opportunity to extend to all the members of the Princes Road 
Synagogue a Hag Sameach U-meshachrer – A joyous and liberating Pesach. 

Rabbi Ariel and Shulamit Abel 
www.rabbiabel.org 

 

EUROPEAN DAYS OF JEWISH CULTURE AND HERITAGE 
Advance information 

As you will only receive your copy of the next edition of Together a week before Rosh 
Hashana we thought we should give you advance information about the annual 
events organised by B'nai B'rith and which always include activity and open days at 
Princes Road. This will take place on Sunday 6th September and Sunday 11th to 
18th October this year. Their theme will be Building Bridges.  If you can think of ways 
in which Princes Road can get involved, please let our cultural activities organisers 
know.  
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PENNIES FROM HEAVEN? 
Message from Honorary Treasurer Edward M Mott-Cowan  

 
Shul finances have always been problematic and our Shul is no different to countless 
others. Unfortunately, the pennies do not come from Heaven, but from the pockets of 
our Congregants.  It is true to say that we have a number of sources of income, 
including that from our investments and the tourist visits, but the total expenditure far 
exceeds the income.  The maintenance of the Princes Road Building is huge and any 
amount that we take from our investments, reduces the income, which in turn makes 
the deficit greater. 
 
The policies that are now being put into place are designed to try to extract us from 
this downward spiral and whilst it may be a long term project, we hope that it will 
secure the future of the Shul.  We are currently reviewing every aspect of the 
finances and will be able to give a more detailed report at the Annual General 
Meeting.   
 
Being a member of the Liverpool Old Hebrew Congregation is a commitment.  
Whether you attend regularly or just on Yom Tov, the commitment is the same.  It is 
my responsibility to ask members for their respective financial commitments.  (It is up 
to others to ask you for your social, religious or other sorts of commitment)!!   
 
We do have some immediate problems and have to find a large capital sum to 
ensure that the electrical installation complies with the requirements of our insurers.  
So, if you have not yet made your annual contribution, it would assist us in our very 
difficult situation if you could do so now.  EM-C 
 
 
HISTORY OF THE BRADFORD JEWISH COMMUNITY 
Exhibition on another northern Jewish community 
 
After running a successful series of regular walking tours in Bradford on the history of 
its Jewish community, organiser Nigel Grizzard has now staged an exhibition on the 
same fascinating subject, which is on until March 27th, at the London Jewish Cultural 
Centre, 94-96 North End Road, London NW11 7SX. You may just catch it. 
 
Below is a link showing the dates and times when the exhibition is open. If you plan 
to make a special journey to London it is worth checking with the Cultural Centre that 
the exhibition will be available that day. 
 
http://www.ljcc.org.uk/events/4002-exhibition-br-i-making-their-mark-br-the-jews-of-
bradford-i.html      Nigel organises regular Jewish history tours of Yorkshire 
towns with more planned in April and beyond. Contact him for more details  
bradfordjewish@gmail.com 
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THE SYNAGOGUE TOUR GIFT SHOP 
Annette Goodman reports 
Hello again to everyone. It has been a while since I have had the opportunity to 
report on the Shul gift shop. We are always open on tour days and our visitors enjoy 
browsing through tea towels, mugs, fridge magnets, pens and notelets all with 
Princes Road logo. In addition to these items we are pleased to offer our guests a 

selection of kippot, Havdallah candles, postcards, 
challah cloths, Jewish joke books, DVDs, CDs and 
many more items of interest. 
 
The shop is always popular with the children after 
the school tours and there is a large selection of fun 
and educational gifts for them to browse through. 
Heritage Open Day last September was busy both 
with the tours and in the shop and it was a pleasure 
to welcome so many guests into our beautiful 

Synagogue. A big thank you goes to all the helpers on HOD and also to all the ladies 
and gentlemen throughout the year who offer their assistance it is very much 
appreciated. If any of our readers would like to assist with the tours or in the gift shop 
please contact the Synagogue office and your help will be most welcome. To Petula 
and Eddie who are always on hand when needed, thank you to you both. 

 
Don’t forget Princes Road tea towels, mugs and notelets 
are always available for purchase at Roseman's Deli on 
Childwall Abbey Road, Liverpool.  If anyone has any 
Chanukah menorahs, Seder plates or other Judaica surplus 
to their requirements that they would like to donate to the 
Shul we would be grateful to receive them. Please call 
Petula at the Synagogue office to let her know and any 
items can be collected if necessary. 
 
I take this opportunity of wishing you all a very happy 
Pesach and look forward to welcoming you into the gift 
shop very soon. 

 
 
THE SHUL WEBSITE 
We're looking into ways of giving our website a face lift 
 
If you have a computer and use the internet and have never seen our website, it is 
well worth a visit.  www.princesroad.org  is full of interesting information for both 
members and visitors alike. Thanks must go to the numerous members who have 
contributed texts and information for the various pages and particularly to Brina 
Marks who, for the past couple of years, has maintained the site. But the site is due 
for an overhaul to bring its style and appearance up to date and to make it more 
attractive. This all costs money. We would like to know if any shul member, or 
someone in their family, has skills in graphic design and particularly in web design. 
We also need some help in marketing and public relations. If you can help in these 
areas please get in touch with Chairman Alaster Burman via the shul office. 
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COVER STORY : NOT JUST ANY OLD IRON 
In this edition Together takes a look at the shul's fascinating ironwork. 
 

Our shul was opened in 1874 and still contains 
most of the original fixtures and fittings which 
makes them over 140 years old and still going 
strong today. Not least of all are the under-floor 
central heating pipes which must have been 
state of the art even in those days. 
 
We appear to have no archival material on the 
shul's original central heating boiler which 
would have been heated by gas and in those 
days revolutionary. There was no electricity in 
those days so the hot water would have had to 
find its way around the building by natural 
convection and along under floor pipes. The 
original cover grids are still very much a 
feature of the main ground floor area as shown 
on the cover of this magazine. There were 
several iron-foundries on Merseyside in the 
1800s which would have made these cast iron 

grids and gratings, or they may have been cast in Falkirk or Coalbrookdale.  
 
Equally fascinating is the cast iron spiral staircase shown in this photograph and not 
usually seen by the general public, but which takes our choristers up to the choir loft 
from a tiny anti-room behind the oren kodesh. There are similar aging cast iron 
staircases in Liverpool such as those in the Picton Reading Room at the central 
library in William Brown Street, but there can't be many of their type and age in 
existence. Which all adds to the unique charm of our wonderful synagogue.   
 
Let's allow our imaginations to wonder a little and go back to when the synagogue 
first opened in the late 1800s. The place would have been heated by gas and lit by 
open gas mantle burners. There would have been a distinct smell in the air as well as 
the sound of sulphur and gas burning. In the dim gaslight it would have been difficult 
to read your prayer book during evening services. The heating system would not 
have been all that efficient by today's standards so in the cold months members 
would most certainly have been heavily dressed adding the smell of perspiration and 
mothballs to the background smell of furniture and brass polish. Old world charm. 
Ed. 
 
VERY INTERFAITH! 

Whether it was to our liking or not, we couldn't help but 
share the decorations in Princes Road boulevard's 
celebrations in the run up to last year's festive season.  
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PRINCES ROAD BURIAL BOARD 
Burial Board Chairmen Alaster Burman and Henry Churney report on a new 
memorial garden. 
 

 
Almost four years ago, shortly after I took over as Chairman of the congregation's 
Burial Board at Broadgreen, when one day I was walking amongst the memorials, on 
the left side of the avenue, I came across a grave, marked by a single headstone - 
the type one sees in a military cemetery and maintained by the Commonwealth War 
Graves Commission. On further investigation I came across three others. One was a 
German male in his fifties, I don’t have any information at this time on how he came 
to be buried at Broadgreen, but the three other graves were of very young men from 
different army regiments who gave their lives fighting for their country. 
 
There are many more who fought in the two World Wars, some buried at Broadgreen  
and marked by the more conventional memorial, one for example a Corporal Morris 
Gabrielson WW1 (L46.01 left side front row), buried next to his father a past Senior 
Warden of the congregation. For many other young men, members of our 
congregation or who’s families where members, killed in action and buried in foreign 
fields, there is fixed a remembrance, a small plaque at the front of the family plot, for 
example, Lt. George Cohen WW1 of the Lewis’s department store family. (L35.01) 
 
And so I thought it fitting, last year to create a Memorial Garden, to the memory of 
these men and many others in our community who made the ultimate sacrifice.  
Alan Solomon created a design and between us we purchased materials and set 
about excavating a foundation, setting out slate and grassed areas, planting a silver 
Birch surrounded by rose bushes, a slate memorial and another with the names of 
men of the congregation who died in two World Wars. 
  
To complete this tribute, our own Naomi Hoyland and her daughter Sarah Ellenbogan 
made dozens of Ceramic Red Poppies set in a central area of the garden, each one 
special, each one for someone who made the sacrifice. Within the garden area is an 
information board setting out some historical information, with names and grave 
locations.  We would thank all those people who gave very generous donations 
towards the construction of this Memorial Garden. For further information you may 
like to visit the synagogues website www.princesroad.org  then click on cemeteries. 
 
Alaster Burman and Henry Churney 
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A POTTED HISTORY OF LOHC DEANE ROAD CEMETERY 
David Grantham sets out facts and figures about the heritage cemetery  
owned by the LOHC 
 
THE EARLY COMMUNITY 
The first Jews to settle in Liverpool did so around the 1740s and had established its 
first synagogue by 1752 in a rented property off Stanley Street. Records identify a 
number of subsequent places of Jewish prayer and burial. However by 1808 the 
Liverpool Jewish Congregation had moved into a purpose built synagogue in Seel 
Street.  In 1838 a group of members broke away and formed a new congregation, 
calling it the Liverpool New Hebrew Congregation. The congregants who remained in 
Seel Street became known as Liverpool Old Hebrew Congregation (LOHC) and 
remained in Seel Street until moving in 1874 into the congregation’s present home on 
Princes Road.      
    
In 1833 LOHC began to look for a replacement for the then cemetery in Oakes 
Street, which had been in use since 1802. Land in Deane Street, which was then 
outside Liverpool, was bought for that purpose. The first funeral took place there in 
1837 and the last in 1929, by which time the site was well within the city.  Deane 
Street was re-named Deane Road in 1865 and runs between Edge Lane and 
Kensington in Liverpool  7.  
  
THE CEMETERY 
Access to the cemetery forecourt from the street is through either of two pairs of cast 
iron gates with ornamental spearheads. Between them ornamental railings, of the 
same design separate the forecourt from the street. A semi-circular driveway runs 
between the gates, which enabled horse drawn carriages to enter and leave 
conveniently.  A substantial screen wall spans the width of the frontage and 
separates the forecourt from the burial ground.  An archway in this wall, with a pair of 
gates similar to the entrance gates,  gives access to the interior.  Above the archway 
an inscription, in Hebrew and English, reads “Here the weary are at rest.”  Passing 
through this archway attenders at funerals would see on their right  the Ohel (Prayer 
Hall) and on their left the caretaker’s cottage.  Ahead lay the burial ground with high 
brick perimeter walls on right, left and rear sides, and a footpath a little distance from 
the walls, with burials taking place both within the large central area and also 
between the footpath and the walls.     
  
BURIALS 
Between 1837 and 1929 over 1700 burials took place, over 900 of them being 
children, some being only a few months old.  There were also still-birth burials, 
mostly interred in a large unmarked grave at the rear of the cemetery.  Some of the 
adults buried at the cemetery were wealthy and famous in their lifetimes, However 
many were very poor and records indicate that 22 had been Workhouse residents.      
Records show that adults were buried in chronological order of their demise, with no 
areas reserved for the wealthier or famous. 
  
1929 to 2007 
After the last burial the cemetery closed. Over the years memorial stones fell and 
some became broken. Many became buried under Ivy, Japanese knotweed and 
other thick undergrowth.  
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Trees grew and fly tipping added to the unkempt appearance.  The Ohel (ceremonial 
room) and the caretaker’s cottage fell into disrepair and were demolished. 
     
2007 to 2012 
After a number of abortive attempts to raise funds for restoration, in 2007 a newly 
formed committee of Jewish and gentile men and women volunteers met.  Meetings 
were held and physical clearance work began.  Substantial funding was going to be 
necessary for proper restoration, and after a complex and lengthy process a Heritage 
Lottery Fund grant was approved in December 2010, covering 80% of the estimated 
cost.  The remaining 20% was provided by generous donations and by the value of 
continuing voluntary work.   During 2011 and 2012 work professionally carried out 
included repair and restoration of the entrance area, boundary walls, gates and 
railings, the forecourt driveway and the footpath.   The screen wall, which had 
become Grade Two listed and the inscription on it were re-painted, and many fallen 
or broken memorial stones were re-erected.  A visitor centre containing information 
displays was erected on the site of the prayer hall, with an integral charity box and 
hand washing facility, a Sedum covered roof and a paved area outside.  A garden 
was created on the site of the caretaker’s cottage and flower borders created in the 
forecourt area.  On 2nd September 2012, almost 175 years after the first burial, a re-
consecration service, led by Rabbi Wollenberg, was held in the presence of about 
100 persons,. 
  
2012 TO DATE 
Restoration work on memorial stones continues as funds allow. Efforts are being 
made to source additional funds, including contacts with descendants.   A monthly 
Open Day, with committee members acting as guides, enables members of the 
public to visit. Private tours also take place. Gardening and maintenance work on the 
grounds continues, with assistance from volunteers including the Probation Service. 
It is expected that a special display cabinet holding rescued historic plaques 
honouring several prominent members of Liverpool’s Victorian Jewish community 
who are buried in the cemetery will shortly be installed in the Visitor Centre. It is also 
intended to install a showcase containing a number of domestic items found within 
the site of the caretaker’s cottage. The committee always welcomes new volunteers, 
who can make contact either through our website, www.deaneroadcemetery.com  or 
through the synagogue office.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
Portrait of Israel Barned (1777-1858) a very 
successful local banker and property owner, was a 
highly respected and philanthropic member of the 
community. He served as Senior Warden of the Seel 
Street Congregation and was also Chairman of the 
Burial Board which was actually responsible for the 
establishment of the cemetery. Israel and his wife 
Amelia are buried in the cemetery. 
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!HC# D)/&(-<*+)5/-01-*/,'&/?*-&'?=3&@-;@-E&.-X03(&/<+-&5'**< 
!HC" S*&/*-X0&<-G*.*,*'@-07*/+"&+-M&>*+-E,'**,-/03-1:((8-20+*7=-Y*((&'-,&>*+-:7--

70+,-&+-1)'+,-?&'*,&>*'A-)/-?*.*,'@-?0,,&5*8-D)'+,-;:')&(-ZK*/'@-K@&.+A-#-E*7,--
!HC"[-M/(@-;&+*-'*.&)/+8 

!HCH \'0:7-+*?*<*+-1'0.-6)4*'700(-K*;'*3-G0/5'*5&,)0/-&/<-10'.+-6)4*'700(-]*3--
K*;'*3-G0/5'*5&,)0/-Z6]KG[A-3),=-),+-03/-?*.*,*'@-1'0.-!HCU8-M')5)/&(--
?0/5'*5&,)0/-;*?0.*+->/03/-&+-6)4*'700(-M(<-K*;'*3-G0/5'*5&,)0/-Z6MKG[ 

!H"R 6MKG-?0/+*?'&,*+-N')/?*+-X0&<-E@/&505:*-&+-7(&?*-01-30'+=)7A-,0-'*7(&?*-E**(--
E,'**,-E@/&505:* 

!HUC 9*/J&.)/-B00<-;*?0.*+-10:',=-&/<-1)/&(-?&'*,&>*' 
!ULR 6&+,-'*5:(&'-;:')&(8-ZX&1&*((*-G0(*.&/-^+&&?-!#-2:(@-!ULR[8-G*/,'*-01-1'0/,-'038--

]*3-?*.*,'@-07*/*<-&,-9'0&<5'**/8-_((-;:')&(+-&/<-=*&<+,0/*+-1'0.-M&>*+--
E,'**,-G*.*,'@-,'&/+1*''*<-,0-9'0&<5'**/8 

!U$U 6&+,-'*+*'4*<-7(0,-1)((*<8"ZK*+,*'-9*='*/<-C-2:/*-!U$U[-\'&4*-X*1-_$R`LR 
!U"HQ"U a&J0'-'*+,0'&,)0/-&,,*.7,-1&)(*<-<:*-,0-3),=<'&3&(-01-1:/<)/5 
$LL" D)'+,-.**,)/5-01-S*&/*-X0&<-G*.*,*'@-G0..),,**-$R-_7')(-$LL" 
$L!L G0..),,**b+-;)<-,0-K*'),&5*-60,,*'@-D:/<-10'-/*&'(@-T#LLALLL-1:/<)/5--

+:??*++1:(-ZS*?-$L!L[ 
$L!! E,0/*-+*,,)/5-10'-6@0/-E&.+0/-3=0-<)*<-)/-6)4*'700(-0/-$O-2&/:&'@-!HRC8--

\'&4*+,0/*-3&+-*'*?,*<8-!OH-@*&'+-&1,*'-=)+-<*&,=-0/-$C-M?,0;*'-$L!!8-F=*-1)'+,--
+,0/*-+*,,)/5-)/-,=*-?*.*,*'@-10'-04*'-HL-@*&'+ 

$L!$ X*+,0'&,)0/-30'>+-?0.7(*,*<-a&@-$L!$8--X*?0/+*?'&,)0/-E*'4)?*-C-E*7-$L!$ 

  
 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
This article has drawn on the excellent recently published 60 page book “Deane 
Road Cemetery – Liverpool’s Oldest Jewish Burial Ground,” which contains much 
detailed information about Liverpool’s Jewish history and the cemetery.  Copies of 
this book (price £5.00) can be bought by contacting the synagogue office. 
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SHUL ATTRACTS TOURISTS, CHILDREN AND STUDENTS 
Peter Grant, our Tours Organiser, reports on another busy year of shul tours  
 

I am very happy to submit my 
fourth report for Together 
magazine which has now been 
brought back into production. In 
the last eighteen months we have 
continued with our programme of 
tours despite some minor 
setbacks. We were disappointed 
that the Walk of Faith did not in 
fact come about despite, from our 
point of view, its phenomenal 
success in previous years. The 
event usually involved young 
policemen in training and helps to 

familiarise them with the various faith communities in the area. However I do conduct 
twice yearly tours around the synagogue for the police cadets. 
 
The greater majority of our tours now involve school parties many of whom have 
been returning year on year. We were happy to welcome two tours composed of 
German sixth form students who had visited the previous year. We have also 
received visitors from several theatre groups who were planning plays of Jewish 
interest and more recently we were visited by a multicultural group which provides a 
platform for black, Asian and ethnic filmmakers. Amongst our notable visitors was 
Laura Marks from the Board of Deputies and Sir Terry Leahy formerly CEO of Tesco.  
 
We are kept busy in the summer with 
more impromptu visits often from 
Americans, one group of which made 
very substantial charitable donations 
to the Synagogue. Heritage Open 
Day celebrated its usual success but 
the numbers of visitors unfortunately 
are diminishing every year. But it is 
interesting to note that in the 
aftermath of the terrorist attacks in 
Paris, several of our tours were 
cancelled by the schools due to 
nervous parents not wanting their 
children to visit Jewish buildings.  
 
My thanks as always go to my devoted band of guides, helpers and ladies who help 
in our shop which goes from strength to strength. 
 
We are looking forward to another successful year and, as before, invite anyone who 
might be considering joining our team to get in touch as there is plenty of work for all 
to do. 
PG. 
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MARITIME HISTORY TO BE MADE IN LIVERPOOL  
IN THIS YEAR'S  'ATLANTIC-175' 

 
 
In 2014 Liverpool river front welcomed 47 cruise liners of various shapes and sizes. 
This year 54 liners have booked their berths at the Pier Head landing Stage. At first it 
was referred to as a facility but now with the regular departures of the Fred Olson 
Line cruisers, it can now be referred to as a terminal. it is operated by Liverpool City 
Council and their new corporate name is Cruise Liverpool. They claim that the 
terminal can accommodate shops of any size including for example the 6000 
passenger liners in the Royal Caribbean fleet. The council put out a questionnaire to 
all passengers visiting the city asking them of all the ports of call on their cruise, 
which was their favourite and Liverpool is one of the most popular. Among some of 
the reasons stated is the friendliness of the people, the shuttle busses waiting on the 
quay, the cleanliness of the city and that they felt safe being here.  
 
There are often passengers who put Princes Road Shul on their list of places to visit 
on a heritage trail of the city. We hope we can attract more liner visitors in the future 
but here is one event were we are more likely to go and see them before they come 
and see us. 
 
Cunard Line is pleased to confirm two special events in 2015 to be held in its spiritual 
home of Liverpool in celebration of the company’s 175th anniversary. Cunard 
established the first scheduled service across the Atlantic in 1840 and every year 
since, Cunard vessels have crossed and re-crossed the Atlantic without fail.  Cunard 
will celebrate its historic anniversary in style with the first-ever three Queens meeting 
on the Mersey on 25 May 2015 and the Cunard flagship, Queen Mary 2, will sail 
from Liverpool on 4 July 2015 recreating the original voyage of Britannia from 
Liverpool to Halifax and Boston which set out on 4 July 1840. 
 
On 24 May 2015 Queen Mary 2 will arrive at the Liverpool Cruise Terminal and will 
stay overnight. The next morning, her sister-ships Queen Elizabeth and Queen 
Victoria will also arrive on the Mersey, creating an unprecedented three Queens 
spectacle in Liverpool. The three ships will be close to the famous Cunard Building 
on the Pier Head, Cunard’s Headquarters from 1917 to 1967, for a once-in-a-lifetime 
event that will make maritime history. This is all part of what the city is referring to as 
"Transatlantic-175." Cunard have decided not to repeat these visits in any other port 
and so the eyes of the world will be on Liverpool. 
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When QE2 arrived in the Mersey for the first time in 1990 more than a million 
spectators turned out to see her and the 15 visits made by Cunard Queens since 
then have always received warm and enthusiastic welcomes by the people of 
Liverpool. Having three Queens together on the Mersey is an event that will live long 
in the memories of all who witness it. Details of the cruises that feature the Liverpool 
calls will be announced shortly. 
  
On 4 July 2015, 175 years to the day when Britannia departed on her maiden 
transatlantic voyage, Queen Mary 2 will also sail for the New World on a 10 night 
voyage calling at Halifax, Boston and New York. For the first time in over 50 years, 
passengers will be able to board a Cunard ship in Liverpool and sail for the United 
States. Details of the voyage will be announced shortly. 
  
Angus Struthers, Cunard Director, says: 
“Liverpool is the spiritual home of Cunard. Until 1967 the company was based in 
Liverpool, and it was from Liverpool that Cunard’s first transatlantic crossing was 
made.  We are therefore delighted to celebrate our 175th anniversary in 2015 with 
two historic events in Liverpool: a meeting of our fleet of Queens on the Mersey in 
May 2015 and a repeat of the original transatlantic crossing to Halifax and Boston on 
4 July 2015. We look forward to announcing more details over the coming months.” 
 
Mayor of Liverpool, Joe Anderson, adds: 
“To have the three Cunard Queens back in their spiritual home on our beautiful 
waterfront will be nothing short of majestic. This will be an unmissable spectacle 
which will attract worldwide attention and draw massive crowds. It is particularly fitting 
given our plans to bring the Cunard Building back into use as a Cruise Liner Terminal 
and I am absolutely delighted by this news. Liverpool is once again making its mark 
as a great maritime destination.” 
 
Part of the above was reproduced from www.itsliverpool.com/culture 
 
 
ADVERTISE IN THIS MAGAZINE 
Expenditure can also be a source of income 
 
Have you considered advertising your company's products or services in this 
magazine? Half or full pages are available and we can either accept your artwork or 
do a basic smart layout for you. And we don't charge the earth. Please contact the 
shul office or the editor for more details. Any income received from advertising rates 
will defray our own printing and posting expenses. This all makes sense as 
otherwise, the printing of this magazine is a drain on the shul's resources. Similarly if 
you would like to sponsor the magazine or be one of its patrons, we can record the 
fact. A volunteer to act as the sales arm of Together would be welcome.  
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WHAT'S HAPPENING IN OUR COMMUNITY CENTRE 
By Sara Radivan, Community Activities Co-ordinator 
 

My position as the Liverpool Jewish Community Activities Co-
ordinator began on Tuesday 1st October 2013. People who did 
not know who I was prior to that date all seem to know who I am 
now! As part of my job as the CAC I have been afforded 
opportunities that I would not otherwise have had.   
 
I had the privilege to meet the Chief Rabbi, Rabbi Mirvis on his 
first visit to Liverpool last year and I have met Holocaust survivor 
Zigi Shipper and I have attended conferences and seminars, 
locally and in London.  The photograph here shows me outside 
the Israeli Embassy in December 2014 following a conference I 
attended there.  

 
The Community Centre room is housed inside the King David Campus.  This is a 
community room so let’s use it for the community.  All events under my auspices are 
held in the Community Centre room but this room is not only for communal event, it 
can be hired out for private events/functions and Simchas as well.  The 'What’s 
Happening in the Liverpool Jewish Community' magazine/newsletter is produced 
towards the end of each month with most community events being advertised.  The 
magazine is emailed out and printed copies can also be found at Rosemans and in 
the Community Centre room at the King David Campus.   
 
Mothers and Toddlers meets every Wednesday morning in the Community Centre 
room 10.00 am till 11.30 am and continues to go from strength to strength.  Dads and 
grandpas are very welcome to attend, as well as long as they bring a toddler!  The 
charge for each adult is £2, all toddlers are free.  The £2 covers fun and games as 
well as refreshments for everyone in attendance.   Events to look forward to in the 
foreseeable future soon after Pesach include Yom Hashoah on Thursday 16 April 
2015 at 7.30 pm at the King David Campus.  Yom Hashoah is an important date in 
the Jewish calendar as we pay homage to the 6,000,000 who perished in the 
Holocaust and this year is especially poignant being 70 years since the end of World 
War II.   
 
The UJIA Magic Moments group arrive in Liverpool on Sunday 19 April 2015 for a 
week and they will lead the Yom Hazikaron service on Wednesday 22 April 2015 
commencing at 7.30 pm in the Community Centre room.  Shabbat Across the Mersey 
this year takes place on Friday 24 April 2015, beginning with a Yom Ha’atzmaut 
extravaganza at 5.30 pm.   A new Liverpool Jewish community website was launched 
in 2014 at www.liverpooljewish.co.uk   All information relating to the community can 
be found on this website which is kept up to date.  The Communal Diary is on the 
website and can be seen by all.    SR. 
 
The Liverpool Jewish Community Activities Co-Ordinator 
King David Campus 120 Childwall Road LIVERPOOL L15 6WU 
t: 0151 235 1587     m: 07885 674 733 
liverpooljc555@gmail.com 
www.liverpool.jewish.co.uk 
www.facebook.com/liverpooljewishcommunity 
@liverpooljewcom 
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THE ZIONIST FEDERATION  
SPEAKING OUT FOR UK JEWRY 
 
 

The ZF (Zionist Federation 
UK) is the leading Israel 
advocacy organisation in 
the UK, tracing its history 
back to before the 
establishment of the 
Jewish state. The ZF were 
heavily involved in the 
signing of the Balfour 
Declaration and their first 
president, Chaim 
Weizmann, would go on to 
become Israel’s first 
president. Today it very 
much sees promoting 

Israel and defending her as upholding an historic legacy. 
 
To that end, the ZF organises a wide range of activities throughout the year. Two 
events that have just been held give an indication of what a pro-Israel advocacy 
group can achieve. 
  
Firstly, there is the Lobby Day for Israel, held in conjecture with Christian Friends of 
Israel, with whom the ZF has an excellent relationship. This annual event sees 
hundreds of Israel supporters, from all different backgrounds, visit the House of 
Commons to speak directly with their elected representatives. It’s an important 
reminder for MPs that they have constituents who are strong supporters of Israel – 
and equally a reminder for activists that there are many sympathetic MPs too! 
  
Secondly, it holds an Israel Science Week that highlights the amazing scientific 
developments that come out of the Jewish state. The ZF takes Israeli scientists 
around the country to show off their research to hundreds of (predominantly non-
Jewish) students.  Not only do young people get exposed to a side of Israel they 
might never see, especially in terms of the many ways Israeli inventions are making 
the world a better place, but they also get to meet real-life Israelis. This year the three 
scientists included two women (rare for a Middle East country!) and an Arab-Israeli 
(which demolished the claims of ‘apartheid.’) 
  
The ZF also runs a series of talks and training sessions throughout the year, aimed at 
increasing the skills and knowledge of Israel advocates. Increasingly, it is organising 
online ‘webinars’ which enable us to share live talks from leading experts with 
hundreds of people around the world. And a re-vitalised Young ZF leadership 
programme enables us to make sure that the next generation of Zionists is at the 
centre of our efforts. 
 
Chris Lawes,  ZF Press & Campaigns Deptartment      www.zfuk.org 
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THE VERY MODEL OF A MODERN CONCERT VENUE 
Michael Galley describes the 
Bentley attraction 
 
Anyone who has attended one of 
the occasional performances in 
the shul by the Bentley Operatic 
Society will be aware of the 
number of Princes Road choir 
members among the troupe. 
Together asked Michael Galley, a 
member of both, to tell us more 
about the Bentley and its appeal. 
 
 

Last July, LOHC patrons were roundly entertained by a concert featuring a selection 
from the extensive repertoire of The Bentley Operatic Society. Photo above. So 
named because it had its origins in All Saints Church in Bentley Road (just round the 
corner from LOHC)  
The Bentley was founded in 1912 by W.E. and W.D. Raymond, two cousins who 
persuaded  the vicar to sponsor a production of Gilbert and Sullivan’s “H.M.S. 
Pinafore,” to be performed in the Balfour Institute in Smithdown Road.  W.E. 
produced the opera (and played Sir Joseph Porter) whilst his cousin was the Musical 
Director.  Interestingly, the percussionist in their orchestra was a young man named 
Philip Smart who was to become the Society’s Musical Director for almost 40 years.   
 
Eventually, the Society found a home in the Crane Theatre in Hanover Street (later 
renamed the Neptune Theatre and now The Epstein) where, apart from a break 
during the Second World War, the Society put on a production each year until the 
theatre’s closure in 2004.  Happily, the Society then discovered the superb, state-of-
the-art  Brindley Theatre in Runcorn and this delightful venue is now its permanent 
performing base. 
 

Although The Bentley has 
never been an exclusively G 
& S Society, the pairs’ works 
have formed the vast 
majority of the Society’s 
presentations during its 100-
plus years.   Whilst there 
has been a little more 
diversity during the past 
decade – Offenbach’s 
“Orpheus in the 
Underworld,” Lehar’s “Merry 
Widow,” Talbot’s “The 

Arcadians” and, this year, Johann Strauss’s most celebrated operetta “Die 
Fledermaus” – The Bentley is committed to ensuring that Gilbert and Sullivan’s 
delightful music and “topsy-turvy” humour continues to be seen and heard by 
audiences on Merseyside.    
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Most people will have 
heard of the more popular 
(and thus most performed) 
pieces – “Pirates of 
Penzance,” “The Mikado,” 
“HMS Pinafore” and 
(possibly) “Yeomen of the 
Guard” but it should be 
remembered that there are 
a further nine G & S works 
which are equally 
entertaining. 
 
A number of people within 
the local Jewish 
community – and LOHC 
members in particular – 

have featured in Bentley productions over the years.  Michael Hoyland has been its 
Musical Director for over thirty years and Naomi Hoyland sang many lead soprano 
roles from 1962 till the mid- seventies.  Their daughter Sarah also appeared in 
Bentley shows, as did Nancy and Frank Cohen, who were regular performers some 
years ago.  Roy and (the late) Maureen Stone and (the late) Marion Green were also 
keen Bentley members.   
 
Hilary and Michael Galley are LOHC’s “current representatives” on the Bentley stage, 
Hilary being also the Chair of the Society whilst Michael is responsible for 
Programmes. In addition, some seven or eight other members of the community can 
be seen each year “treading the boards” with The Bentley.  Intriguingly, there is also 
mention in an old history of The Bentley of a Chairman called Lou Levy. See editors 
note below. 
 
The Society is now embarking on its 2015 Concert Season.  Venues can be viewed 
on their website www.bentleyoperatic.co.uk, where there are also details of a ”Good 
Old Days” concert in June.   
M.G. 
  
Editors' note:  
When I invited Michael Galley to present this article, I had no idea he was going to 
mention a great uncle of mine who was involved in the Bentley. My maternal 
grandmother Elizabeth Tenser nee Levy had a brother Louis Victor Levy who, 
although went by the rather Anglicised name of Lewis Langley-Levy, would have 
been known in the community as Lou Levy and indeed he was an officer and 
performer in the Bentley. My family often talked about him. My brother Alan 
remembers being taken as a child to see Lou Levy, who was quite a portly man, 
playing the part of Poo-Bah in the Mikado at the Crane Theatre in 1946. Lou Levy ran 
a high class gentleman's tailoring shop in Leather Lane off Dale Street and for whom 
my uncle Jack Tenser also worked. Ed.   
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PHOTO ARCHIVE 
Together invites members to delve into their family albums....... 
 

In previous editions of together 
readers have sent in their old 
photographs taken at events in 
or outside the shul. However no 
one had sent in any 
photographs for this edition and 
we appeal to readers to search 
through their family albums or 
scrap books and send them in 
together with a brief description 
of who's in the picture. We'll 
copy or scan your print and 
return them safely to you. 
 

 
 
NOW ON SALE IN THE SHUL SHOP 
Don't miss this excellent new book, now on sale in our shul shop 
 
Following the talk given by author Barbara Winton at the WIZO/Revive event at Lee 
Park Golf Club as part of Jewish Book Week, we decided to stock up with her new 
book. Barbara decided that if anyone was going to write the definitive biography of 
her famous father Sir Nicholas Winton, it would be herself. This book explains what 

motivated her father, a 29 year old English 
stockbroker, to take on the monumental task 
of saving the lives of 669 children from pre 
war Praque. The book details how 'Nicky' 
battled through British and European 
bureaucracy to ensure the childrens' places 
on the Kindertransport. 
 
Although the quiet and modest Nicky kept his 
war time endeavours to himself for most of 
his life, he kept all his files, notes and diaries. 
Barbara describes how his amazing work 
came to light on the Esther Rantzen 'That's 
Life' TV  programme after which Barbara was 
able to delve into this material and interview 
her father. 
 
Nicky is now 105 and still enjoying his 
retirement. Buy your copy of this superb book 
from the shul shop.    
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SCENE FROM ABOVE 
Two old photographs with communal and shul links 
 
Some of you may have already seen one or both of these fascinating photographs. 
These aerial views taken over the city were bound to have been taken from a 
propeller driven biplane as they are both dated 1930s. Although we found them in 
two different library sources on two different occasions it is easy to establish and safe 
to presume that they were taken by the same photographer at the same time during 
the same flight. The two styles and angles are similar as are the height of the plane 
and the angle of the sun. There is snow on the ground in both shots which are 
literally half a mile apart or less than a minute as the plane swoops over the 
neighbourhood. We can also assume there can't have been that many photographers 
flying over the city in those days.   

 
The top photograph focuses on the Victorian Workhouse bordered by Brownlow Hill 
on the left and Mount Pleasant to the right which curves round at the top. The 
workhouse comprised numerous red-bricked residential blocks, factories and a 
hospital where Florence Nightingale once worked. The numerous constantly smoking 
factory chimneys dominated the skyline of the neighbourhood. It must have been the 
most oppressive complex of buildings not only for what they represented but for their 
sheer overpowering size and density and situated right in the middle of a residential 
area occupied mainly by the Jewish and Irish communities.  
 
At the time when this photograph was taken practically the entire Jewish Community 
lived and worked in the tiny backstreets and terraced houses with their outside toilets 
and whitewashed backyards and all within the shadow of the workhouse. Peach 
Street, Back Bitten Street, Great Newton Street are among some of those clearly 
shown. At the top edge of the photograph, running diagonally towards the top left is 
Bedford Street where number 58 housed the community's central administration 
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offices including all the charity and tontine societies. Later these offices were 
transferred to Zion House at the end of the terrace opposite our shul.  Not long after 
this photograph was taken two buildings were created and both funded by and 
named after Harold Cohen, grand-nephew of department store pioneer David Lewis. 
One was the main library of the University of Liverpool in Brownlow Hill just off the 
top left hand edge of the photograph and the other, two streets further up from 
Bedford Street was Chatham Street where the original Harold House was built.    
 
Other notable buildings in the photograph are, clockwise from the top, the original 
Victoria Building, clock tower and main premises of the University of Liverpool, the 
Student's Union. Further along is the Faculty of Medicine on the two corners of 
Oxford Street at Mount Pleasant which was attended by many Jewish students who 
became members and presidents. A few hundred yards up on the right hand side of 
Oxford Street was the offices of the Jewish Board of Guardians. At the extreme right 
hand edge of the photograph is the opening to Hope Street and Hope Hall is clearly 
visible. This is where members of the community would pay a penny and spend 
hours watching  silent films to a piano accompaniment and then later to the early 
black and white sound films. This building is now the Everyman Theatre. Before the 
top of Mount Pleasant takes its curve to the left is the Irish Centre on the left which 
faces on the opposite corner the Convent of Notre Dame. A tram and tramlines can 
also be seen in the photograph but we are not sure what the nine white topped 
vehicles are, parked along the curved pavement. Perhaps early single deck motor 
buses. 
 
The only last remaining evidence of the workhouse today are a couple of red brick 
buildings and the high wall on the corner of the street immediately opposite the 
Victoria Building at the top of Brownlow Hill. As the 1930s progressed, the 9 acre site 
was purchased by the Roman Catholic Archdiocese who closed down and 
demolished the workhouse with a view to building a new cathedral on it. Sir Edwin 
Lutyens was commissioned to design a grand edifice in response to the Giles Gilbert 
Scott Anglican Cathedral at the other end of Hope Street. It would have been the 
second biggest church in the world with a dome as big as St Peters in Rome. 
However building work was aborted due to funding being diverted to Catholic 
education and all that remains today is the crypt and its facade. For many years the 
local communities got used to seeing a huge timber canopy representing where the 
dome would have stood in this vast waste ground surrounded by the old high wall. 
Eventually in 1962 architect Sir Frederick Gibberd won an international competition to 
design the modern Metropolitan Cathedral.   
 
I first came across this amazing photograph when it hung on the wall in the lobby of 
the then Merseyside Innovation Centre at the top of Mount Pleasant. The MIC was 
housed in a building that used to be one of the physics departments of the University 
of Liverpool in which, behind thick lead lined walls, they operated their cyclotron 
particle accelerator. Denis Salamon was for a time an Executive Director of the MIC 
which was set up by Michael Heseltine as a joint venture between the universities, 
local authorities and major industrials and which provided management training and 
technology support to small businesses on Merseyside. Another member or our 
community and MIC tenant was technology consultant Mark Sorsky. Eventually the 
MIC closed and was demolished to make way for the construction of the cathedral's 
imposing entrance steps and restaurant and the adjacent science park.  
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Turning now to the second of the two photographs, as the plane swoops over the 
entrance to Princes Road and its junction with Upper Parliament Street, firstly we 
note that the shul still has its six original minaret style tower heads before they were 
removed when they were found to be unsafe. At the bottom left hand corner of the 
photo is the roof of the Rialto Ballroom which later became the cinema, another of 
our community's favourite rendezvous in the 1930s and 40s. Two trams can be seen 
as they pass the David Lewis Nurses Home and the Greek Orthodox Church followed 
by the church and ancillary buildings next door to the shul.  
 
In those days Upper Stanhope Street, the broad boulevard at the bottom of the 
photograph, complete with horse and cart, ran uninterrupted from Princes Road down 
to the river passing right by Higson's Brewery. The waste grounds seen today around 
the junction of Upper Stanhope Street and Princes Road are evidence of war time air 
raid damage to the end of the terraces and other buildings in this prewar picture.  
 
Interesting also to see what looks like a row of trees running down the middle of 
Selborne Street at the side of the shul. In the September 2011 edition of this 
magazine we referred to an underground toilet which was situated at the end of these 
trees up to the 1960s.  
 
And finally with further reference to the snow on the ground, you can see foot trodden 
paths along the pavements of the streets which were obviously not used by vehicles 
as well as the central reservation along the tramline at the entrance to the main dual 
carriageway.  
Ed.  
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VISCOUNT SAMUEL GETS HIS PLAQUE AGAIN 
Communal Archivist Arnold Lewis restores the heritage plaque  
to commemorate Herbert Samuel 
 

In the April 2012 edition of Together we featured 
an excellent article written by Jeremy Myers on the 
political career of Herbert Samuel. Members may 
know that the Samuel family were members of this 
synagogue. His father Edwin was a past senior 
warden of LOHC. Some years ago to 
commemorate Samuel's achievements, a plaque 
was placed on the side of his house in Belvidere 
Road. However the plaque disappeared and under 
the direction of Arnold Lewis, the communal 
archivist, the plaque has recently been replaced as 
reported by Arnold as follows;- 
 
The Liverpool Jewish Historical Society recently 
arranged for the replacement of a missing heritage 
plaque on the house where Herbert Samuel, 1st 

Viscount Samuel of Mount Carmel and Toxteth, was born in 1870.  Herbert, who was 
descended from Jews who had lived in Liverpool since the late 1700s, became the 
first practising Jew to serve as a Cabinet minister and also to become the leader of a 
major British political party. In 1920, Samuel was appointed first High Commissioner 
of Palestine and its Commander-in-Chief. That appointment made him, in effect, the 
first Jew to govern the Land of Israel in 2,000 years. A plaque marking the house in 
Belvidere Road, Toxteth, where Samuel was born and which is now part of Belvidere 
Academy, was originally affixed in 1983 and unveiled in a ceremony attended by 
several members of the Samuel family. 
 
A plaque marking the house in Belvidere Road backing onto Princes Park, where 
Samuel was born and which is now part of Belvidere Academy, was originally affixed 
in 1983 and unveiled in a ceremony attended by several members of the Samuel 
family.  
 

Some time during 2009, the plaque disappeared 
and was thought to have been vandalised. Its 
promised replacement by Liverpool City Council's 
Heritage and Tourism Office never materialised 
despite several approaches over the years by 
Arnold Lewis, chairman of the Liverpool Jewish 
Historical Society. When the City Council was again 
approached about the matter recently, it admitted 
that it no longer had a budget to implement the 
promised replacement. At that point Arnold 
persuaded the committee of the Jewish Historical 
Society to fund and arrange a suitable replacement 
utilising its own resources.   AL. 
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KING DAVID HERITAGE PLAQUES PROJECT 
Vital communal history is unveiled 

There are numerous 
connections with this 
fascinating and important 
heritage and history project 
and Princes Road Synagogue. 
No fewer than 5 of the 12 
people commemorated in the 
plaques were either founders, 
benefactors, officers or 
members of the synagogue. 
Aspects of the project and 
reports on its progress were 
reported in previous editions of 
this magazine however on 
Sunday 9th November on the 
Liverpool King David School 
campus around 200 people 
from the community, and 
several alumni who travelled 

from out of town, attended the unveiling of a montage of foundation stones and 
commemorative plaques charting the heritage and history of the Liverpool Hebrew 
School, The King David Schools, Harold House Youth Club and the Liverpool Jewish 
Youth and Community Centre. These plaques were rescued from the original 
buildings of these communal organisations which are either no longer held by the 
community or have been demolished. 

The event was the culmination of several years 
of research and planning by a team of 
enthusiasts including Liz Spencer, ex Head 
Teacher of King David Primary School, Hazel 
Verbov, Deputy Head of King David Primary 
School, Arnold Lewis, Communal Archivist, 
Fred O'Brien, Heritage Plaque Designer and 
Michael Swerdlow, the project leader and 
former Chairman of the Liverpool Jewish Youth 
and Community Centre.  
 
The aim of the project is to tell the story of 

those named on the plaques who were the benefactors and founders of the Liverpool 
Jewish Community. An excerpt from a multi media presentation produced by local 
writer and caricaturist John Minnion was shown. The full-length version, which will 
bring to life the people named on the plaques with their stories and achievements 
and contributions to the community and the city, will be shown regularly to pupils and 
visitors.  The project team believe today's and future generations will have a greater 
pride in their school knowing the history of its foundation.  
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The event included an exhibition on the history of the schools and Harold House with 
many previously unseen photographs. There were also displays of communal 
memorabilia and also on permanent display is an album specially produced by the 
project team with photographs and biographies of the many minor plaques which 
adorned the walls of the schools and community centre.  
 
Also on permanent display and unveiled to coincide with Remembrance Sunday are 
two memorial plaques with the names of those members of the schools, JLB and 
Harold House who perished in the First and Second World Wars. These are placed 
side by side for the first time in the community centre room and a tribute was paid by 
project team member Liz Spencer and officers of the JL&GB. Several of the 
servicemen named on the two plaques were members of this synagogue and their 
war stories are charted in the booklet by Saul Marks.  
 
Author of Jewish Heritage books Sharman Kadish addressed the audience and 
students from the Drama Department of the Liverpool John Moores University, which 
is housed in the old Hebrew School building in Hope Place gave a flash-mob extract 
from a play they wrote specially to coincide with the event about the history of the 
Hebrew School called '1 Hope Place - A Love Story,' which they performed in the old 
school on 22nd and 23rd November. The play was based on the book, "Hope Place, 
a history of the Liverpool Hebrew School'' written by Shirley Makin. 
 
As the stone plaques in their original form would have been too heavy to be mounted 
on the wall of the new school, glass fibre replicas were made and installed by local 
architectural sculptor David Webster.  The unveiling ceremony was performed by 
High School Head Girl, Lauren Miller and Head Boy, Rafi Benmayor and Zack 
Rosenbloom from the Primary School. 
 
Five of the original stone plaques have been adopted by the LOHC to be installed on 
their premises; The plaque commemorating Abraham Hoffnung is installed in the 
foyer of Princes Road Synagogue; The Hebrew School Old Boys War Memorial is 
being installed in the prayer room at Broadgreen Cemetery; The plaques 
commemorating David Lewis, Israel Barned and James Braham will soon be on 
display in the visitor meeting room at Deane Road Cemetery where these notable 
community pioneers are buried.  
 
Members of the community and of civic and historic societies 
are welcome to attend the special viewings of the plaques at 
King David and the multi media presentation which will 
accompany them which will be held at regular intervals in the 
communal diary. For more information and dates of these 
presentations go to www.kingdavidprimary.co.uk/heritage or 
email liverpooljc555@gmail.com  (marked fao heritage plaques 
project) or scan this quick-response code. 
 
Ed. 
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PRIME MINISTER SIGNS THE ANNE FRANK DECLARATION 
AT 10 DOWNING STREET 
Together keeps in touch with Gillian Walnes MBE,  
Co-Founder and Executive Director of the Anne Frank Trust UK 

-
The Prime Minister, Rt Hon David Cameron MP, signed the Anne Frank Declaration 
at 10 Downing Street on Wednesday 17 December. He signed as Prime Minister of 
the United Kingdom and Leader of the Conservative Party. As shown in this 
photograph declassified by the Downing Street press office. 
  
The Anne Frank Declaration was written by the Anne Frank Trust UK in 1998. The 
words cite Anne Frank’s life to demonstrate what can happen when prejudice and 
hatred go unchallenged, and it calls upon us all to strive for a world in which 
everyone is treated fairly and has an equal chance in life.  At the signing by Prime 
Minister Cameron, the Trust’s Executive Director Gillian Walnes (see photo) praised 
the Prime Minister for his personal commitment to Holocaust education as a way of 
combating prejudice and persecution.  Speaking at the annual Downing Street 
Chanukah reception the Prime Minister said: “We will go on doing everything we can, 
with the Anne Frank Trust and others, to fight prejudice and discrimination and 
persecution in our country”. 
  
The Anne Frank Declaration has been signed up to since 1998 by world leaders such 
as the late South African President Nelson Mandela, former UN Secretary General 
Kofi Annan and former US President Bill Clinton.  Hundreds of British political and 
civic leaders, as well as over 10,000 school children, have signed up to the 
Declaration. Notable recent signatories have included Dame Angelina Jolie, who 
signed in June on behalf of the UNHCR, rock legend Nile Rodgers on behalf of his 
'We Are Family Foundation,' actor Tim Robbins, City of Chicago Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel, who signed on behalf of the city of Chicago, Home Secretary Theresa May 
and Communities Secretary Eric Pickles, and CEOs of the NSPCC, Peter Wanless, 
and the anti-racism in football organisation Kick It Out, Roisin Wood. The signers all 
receive a credit card size version of the Declaration to carry in their wallets as a 
reminder. 
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The signing by the Prime Minister ends a year in which the Anne Frank Trust have 
brought their educational programmes to combat prejudice and discrimination to over 
28,000 young people in 68 schools, and into 16 prisons. The Trust was awarded 
Gold Star status for its work by the Big Lottery Realising Ambition fund, and thanks to 
DCLG funding expanded its regional education programmes, currently in six UK 
regions, into the West Midlands. Its recently published independent report into the 
impact of its work has proved that 92% of young people who go through its peer 
education training programme have a greater recognition of the dangers of prejudice 
and 88% strongly thought that students had become more respectful and more likely 
to challenge discriminatory behaviour.  
 
(The above report was from the Anne Frank Trust. For full report see 
annefrank.org.uk   If you would like to tweet about this Gillian suggests something 
like @Number10gov  @annefranktrust,   Delighted to hear the PM signed the 
#AnneFrank declaration to combat #prejudice and create a fairer world. 
  
For more information contact the Anne Frank Trust Communications Team on 020 
7284 5858 or on 07770 747374 
  
Gillian Walnes MBE 
G0QD0:/<*'-&/<-%c*?:,)4*-S)'*?,0'A-_//*-D'&/>-F':+,-IY-
E,&'-K0:+*-!LRQ!LH-\'&1,0/-X0&<--60/<0/--]B#-R9_A---L$L"-$HR-#H#H-
3338&//*1'&/>80'58:>---------d5)(()&/3&(/*+!---- - d&//*1'&/>,':+,-

-Calling all 13-15 year olds!  Take a look at, www.generationdiary.org.uk 
 

-          
 
 
Editors note: It is always good to hear of initiatives in the wider community organised 
to create better understanding between faiths. The leaders of Liverpool's Diocese, 
Alsop High School and St Lukes Church Everton arranged a month long programme 
of events for students, pupils and local residents to commemorate the 70th 
Anniversary of the Liberation of the Auschwitz Concentration Camp.  
 
They brought in the touring Anne Frank exhibition and invited 84 year old Survivor 
Zigi Shipper to give a talk on his experiences in Auschwitz. King David Primary pupils 
sang and lit candles and Representative Council Chairman Ian Cohen recited the El 
Mole Rachamim prayer with it printed in Hebrew and English in the church pamphlet. 
Also in this programme, Together Editor gave a talk and showed his film Chicken 
Soup and Scouse at one of the events at St Lukes.    
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FOR RICHER FOR POORER: WEDDINGS UNVEILED 
The Jewish Museum launches a major new exhibition  
  

A new exhibition has opened at the Jewish 
Museum in Camden which runs from 13 
February to 31 May 2015. The exhibition 
showcases our rich and evocative 
collection of material relating to weddings 
within the immigrant Jewish community 
from the 1880s to the mid-20th century. 
Wedding dresses, invitations and menus 
will be displayed alongside the museum’s 
huge archive of vintage wedding 
photographs, particularly those of the East 
End wedding photographer Boris Bennett. 
  
It gives a taste of the fascinating social 
history the exhibition will expose and shines 
a light on how weddings offered the 
community an opportunity to celebrate, 
practice old traditions and adopt new ones. 

  
There is also a fantastic programme of exhibition-related events which can be 
seen on their website at http://www.jewishmuseum.org.uk/whats-
on?filter=weddings&filterfrom=keywords&match_all=1&keywordfilter=1 

  
For more details contact;-   
Tali Mendelsohn 
Marketing and Events Consultant 
Jewish Museum London 
07958 447776 
office - 020 7284 7384 
www.jewishmuseum.org.uk 
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ABRAHAM’S GAMES 
The work of the influential Jewish designer 
 

Several years ago the Williamson Art Gallery in 
Birkenhead staged a superb and extensive exhibition on 
the Jewish graphic designer Abram Games (left) who was 
famous during and after WW2 for a whole range of 
designs from iconic war posters to Cona Coffee making 
machines. Born Abraham Gamse in Whitechapel, London 
on 29 July, the day after World War I began in 1914, to 
Jewish parents, he was the son of Joseph Gamse, a 
Latvian photographer, and Sarah, a seamstress born on 
the border of Russia and Poland. His father anglicised the 
family name to Games when Abram was 12. Games left 
school in Hackney at the age of 16 and went to Saint 

Martin's School of Art in London. He also attended night classes in life drawing. In 
1934, his art entry was second in the Health Council Competition and, in 1935, won a 
poster competition for the London City Council and by 1936 he was on his own as a 
freelance poster artist. Soon after being drafted into the army, his platoon leader 
discovered Games doodling in a sketch book and suggested to his superior officer 
that he might serve his country more effectively with a pencil rather than a rifle. 
Games was transferred to a government department to become an official wartime 
poster designer.   
 

The style of his work – refined but vigorous compared to 
the work of contemporaries – has earned him a place in 
the pantheon of the best of 20th-century graphic 
designers. In acknowledging his power as a propagandist, 
he claimed, "I wind the spring and the public, in looking at 
the poster, will have that spring released in its mind." 
Because of the length of his career – over six decades – 
his work is essentially a record of the era's social history. 
Some of Britain's most iconic images include those by 
Games. An example is the "Join the ATS" propaganda 
poster of 1941, nicknamed the "Blonde Bombshell" 
recruitment poster (left). From 1942, during World War II, 
Games's service as the Official War Artist for posters 
resulted in 100 or so posters. His work is recognised for 

its "striking colour, bold graphic ideas, and beautifully integrated typography." 
 
In 1946, he resumed his freelance practice and worked for clients such as Shell, 
Financial Times, Guinness, British Airways, London Transport and El Al. He designed 
stamps for Britain, Ireland, Israel, Jersey and Portugal. Also, he designed the logo for 
the Jewish Free School in north-west London. There were also book jackets for 
Penguin Books and perhaps his most influential work, the logos for the 1951 Festival 
of Britain (winning the 1948 competition) and the 1965 Queen's Award to Industry. 
Evidence of his pioneering contributions is the first (1953) moving on-screen 
animated symbol of BBC Television. He also produced murals. 
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Between 1946 and 1953, Games was a visiting lecturer in 
graphic design at London's Royal College of Art; 1958, 
was awarded the OBE for services to graphic design; 
1959, was appointed a Royal Designer for Industry. In the 
1950s he was known to have spent some time in Israel 
where, among other activities, he designed stamps for the 
Israeli Post Office, including for the 1953 Conquest of the 
Desert (exhibition) and taught a course in postage-stamp 
design. He also designed covers for The Jewish Chronicle 
and prayer book prints for the Reform Synagogues of 
Great Britain. In 1960 Games designed the poster known 
as Freedom from Hunger for the Food and Agriculture 
Organisation of the United Nations.[5] 

 
Games was also an industrial designer of sorts. Activities in this discipline included 
the design of the 1947 Cona vacuum coffee maker (produced from 1949, reworked in 
1959 and still in production) and inventions such as a circular vacuum and the early 
1960s portable handheld duplicating machine by Gestetner. But the duplicator was 
not put into production due to the demise of mimeography. 
 
His work was recently exhibited at the Jewish Museum in London’s Camden.  
More information on Games at,  http://www.abramgames.com/bb.htm 
Ed. 
 

LOCALS TAKE CONTROL OF THEIR  
LONG-NEGLECTED STREETS  
'Four Streets' in Toxteth is a rare success after New Labour initiatives drained the 
area of life 

 
One of the streets in Toxteth redeveloped by the Granby Four Streets community land trust. 
Photograph: Lewis Jones/Assemble  
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Throughout its history, the Liverpool Jewish Community has migrated to different 
parts of the city. In the 1800s, the earliest Anglicised community lived in the heart of 
the city in neighbourhoods around Old Hall Street and Duke Street with the more 
affluent moving to the big red brick mansions around Princes and Sefton Parks. 
Before WW2 the majority lived in the neighbourhoods centred around Brownlow Hill 
and Mount Pleasant. Then in the 1930s they moved to Toxteth and Wavertree, with a 
large community stretching from Upper Parliament Street to Smithdown Road with 
people living in the side streets close to Princes Road like Bentley Road and Grove 
Park. The family of Professor Sir Henry Cohen for example, lived in Hartington Road 
and there were many shops in Granby Street serving the Community such as that set 
up by Michael Levitt, the grocer shop later run by his son Walter and his wife Rose. 
We understand the communal Rav Rabbi Plitnick lived in Ducie Street and the 
community owned a property in Croxteth Grove. By the late 50s the community had 
made its final move to Childwall, Woolton and Calderstone with Levitts following suit. 
The streets of Toxteth went into decay and although they were taken over by 
Liverpool's ethnic communities and now include one of the city's large mosques, the 
neighbourhood continued to be neglected. The following article which appeared in 
the Guardian in November last year reports on a new initiative in renewal.  Ed. 
 
With relentless rows of boarded-up windows, punctuated by half-demolished corner 
shops and purple shocks of buddleia sprouting from the rooftops, the streets of 
Toxteth in inner-city Liverpool present an eerie, post-apocalyptic scene. It is the 
result, not of some great environmental disaster or mass industrial collapse, but of a 
series of failed regeneration plans since the 1980s, most recently New Labour’s 
“Housing Market Renewal Pathfinders”, that have drained the streets of all life, to 
make way for promised visions that never arrived. But turn the corner onto Cairns 
Street, at the bottom of the Granby Triangle – where only 70 out of 200 homes are 
still inhabited – and a busy scene erupts into life, an oasis amid the desolation. A 
street market is in full swing, beneath a dense bower of trees and climbing plants, 
while trainee builders erect scaffolding across the fine redbrick frontages either side 
of the road. 

 
Photo left: Inside one of the boarded-up houses.  
A second phase of work, planned for the next 
street along, imagines a spectacular winter garden 
within the empty brick shell of a gutted house, as 
well as a new terrace to complete the other side of 
the street – which was bulldozed to make way for a 
plan that failed to materialise.  
 
After 30 years of neglect, the few remaining 
residents of the Granby Four Streets have taken 
the future of the neighbourhood into their own 
hands: they’ve established a community land trust 
(CLT), taken ownership of the derelict properties 
from the council, and will have the first 10 homes 
refurbished by March. “We never thought we’d see 
this day come,” says Eleanor Lee, 65, who moved 
to the area in 1976 and has witnessed its 
progressive decline since the 1981 race riots, 
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which saw buildings torched and 500 people arrested. “After the riots an invisible red 
line was drawn around the area – it was an unspoken policy of no maintenance and 
no investment. Once houses are boarded up it sends a signal.” “We were 
condemned,” says Hazel Tilley, 59, who lives a few doors down. “It was punishment 
for the riots. Bins weren’t collected, streets weren’t swept and a mythology built up: 
people came here to buy their drugs or dump their rubbish.” Things began to change 
four years ago, when residents organised a guerilla gardening group to green the 
streets, with tubs and wild planting that have since won a Northwest in Bloom award, 
and began organising a monthly market, selling vintage clothes, cakes and 
Caribbean food. “It completely turned the atmosphere around: now we had a pretty 
street that we could all be proud of,” says Lee. “Even if it was still empty.” 
 
With the help of local housing campaigner Ronnie Hughes, they formed a CLT in 
2011 and attracted funding from a Jersey-based social investor, Steinbeck Studios, 
to put together a plan for the area, drawn up by young London architecture collective, 
Assemble. With a track record of building temporary projects that have breathed life 
into abandoned sites with unusual beauty and wit – from converting a petrol station 
into a cinema, to making a performance space beneath a flyover – the practice has 
brought a fresh approach to how these empty homes could be rethought on the 
tightest of budgets. “We want to retain the generosity and flexibility of the original 
buildings,” says Assemble’s Lewis Jones, pointing out how nearby pathfinder new-
builds have much meaner windows and tighter space standards. “We’re also 
celebrating the idiosyncrasies of what’s already there: if a floor is missing, why not 
leave it out and have a double-height space? There isn’t the usual pressure to extract 
the maximum possible value from the site and put profit before people.” 
 
The plans for the first 10 homes are kept simple, says Jones, and don’t require wet 
trades in order to open up the process of construction to local young people. Five will 
be put up for market sale while the other five will be available for affordable rent to 
members of the CLT.  “I love Assemble’s attitude,” says Lee. “They’re so bold and 
fearless in their designs, and they’ve worked so closely with us to interpret our vision. 
It’s so different to how the housing associations operate.” 
 
Photo below: Assemble’s bold plan celebrates the idiosyncrasies of the derelict buildings – a 
missing bit of floor becomes a double-height space. 
 

The project, which is joint-funded by Steinbeck, 
central government’s Empty Homes initiative and the 
Nationwide Foundation, represents a rare example 
community land trust in an urban context. Originally 
imported from the US, the model keeps the land in 
community ownership in perpetuity, with houses sold 
or rented at a rate that is permanently linked to local 
incomes. There are now over 170 such groups in the 
UK, mostly in rural areas due to prohibitive land 
values in cities, but a national CLT network was 
launched in July with a pot of £3m, to encourage their 
growth in urban areas. “It’s a tipping point,” says Ann 
O’Byrne, Liverpool’s cabinet member for housing.  
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“The council has abandoned these people for the last 30 years and left them to 
fester. But now we’ve gifted the homes to the CLT and they’re showing that this will 
be the place to live, right on the edge of the city centre.”  “What’s happening in 
Granby is an important prototype for northern councils, who’ve been so badly hit by 
the cuts,” says Ronnie Hughes. “Two years ago, the whole area was nearly signed 
over to a private developer, but now the people who live here have finally got a 
formal stake in the place. It’s an extraordinary achievement – and now it’s 
extraordinary forever.” 
 
 
TWO INTERESTING FILMS 
Did you miss these excellent documentaries? 
 
Last year two sets of excellent, full length feature documentary films were on cinema 
release which Together can recommend are worth watching if they ever do the 
rounds again or if you buy DVDs. The first was about the late photographer Vivian 
Maier. The other was about the liberation of Second World War concentration camps. 
In both cases each subject had been covered by a TV documentary released within a 
short time of each other and for which we attempt to offer a brief description. 
 
VIVIAN MAIER 

 
Vivian was born in the USA in 1926 to French parents. It was in France that Maier 
spent most of her youth. Maier returned to the US in 1951 where she took up work as 
a nanny and care-giver for the rest of her life.  Her hobby was photography and she 
had a very keen eye and an exceptional reportage style. Throughout the 1950s to the 
1980s on her daily rounds taking her employer's children to the park, she would 
always carry her Leica or Rolleiflex and capture candid shots of ordinary people 
doing ordinary things, going about their work, gazing in shop windows, in the streets 
of New York or Chicago were she worked - often for Jewish families. Unlike 
professional photographers who might take a dozen shots of the same subject to 
achieve one good shot, Vivian clicked her Rollie at waist level and, without eye 
contact with her subject, they invariably were unaware of her single shot intrusion, 
which always turned out to be exhibition quality.   
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Vivian was well travelled and took holidays in Europe which she always documented 
with stunning photographs and cine film. However she was an obsessive hoarder of 
the rolls of films she took and although she would process some of her films, she 
would store away the vast majority of the rolls in boxes and suitcases. When she 
moved from one city to another, to take up employment with a new family, instead of 
burdening her new employer with her mounds of boxes and cases, she put them into 
storage warehouses. When Vivian Maier passed away in 2009, there was no next of 
kin to claim the boxes in storage and so to recover some of the storage costs, the 
warehouse company was obliged to put them up for auction.  
 
Curious junk collectors took an interest in the dozens of huge suitcases that 
contained thousands of rolls of undeveloped black and white film. Once processed, 
Vivian's images revealed the quality of composition and subject matter equal to 
master photographers like Henri Cartier Bresson. A smaller proportion of the 
collection was quickly bought by Roger Gunderson for $250 and who immediately put 
them on show at the Museum of Modern Art in Manhattan to huge acclaim and prints 
started selling for thousands of dollars. Alan Yentob took a BBCTV film crew over to 
the States to make one of his Imagine series documentaries, "The Vivian Maier 
Mystery."   
 
However the larger proportion of the auction was bought by historian John Maloof 
who instantly saw the potential in researching Vivian's background with a view to 
making his own documentary about this shy, unassuming and yet quietly outspoken 
woman who was more interested in taking photographs than actually showing them 
to anyone.  Maloof's full length feature film "Finding Vivian Maier," is by far the more 
fascinating of the two documentaries. Furthermore the mission of the Maloof 
Collection is to promote the work of Vivian Maier, and to safeguard the archive for the 
benefit of future generations. The vast scope of the archive is impressive. It consists 
of 100,000 to 150,000 negatives, over 3,000 prints, hundreds of rolls of film, home 
movies, audio tape interviews, and various other items, representing roughly 90 
percent of Vivian’s work. The collection is the physical legacy of Vivian’s intense 
passion to document the many things that caught her eye in the world she 
encountered. 

 
For more information visit these sites;- 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0366jd5 
http://www.findingvivianmaier.com/ 
http://www.vivianmaier.com/about-vivian-           
maier/history/ 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/0/23007897 
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CONCENTRATION CAMPS 
Here is an original film 
followed by a second film 
about the making of the first 
film. The former is called 
"Memory of the Camps," 
and the latter is called 
"Night will fall."    
 
Towards the end of WW2 
London film producer and 
head of the film section of  
the British Ministry or 
Information Sidney 
Bernstein commissioned 

some of the top film cameramen to go over to Europe and bring back a selection of 
footage of how the war was nearing its end. Some of them accompanied the allies 
liberating a number of concentration camps but instead of filming short bits of 
footage, they were so astonished with what they saw, they kept their fingers on the 
buttons and sent back reel upon reel of lengthy detailed footage. With the footage 
back in London they realised they were sitting on important evidence against the 
Nazis, and the Americans and British were keen to release a film very quickly that 
would show the camps and get the German people to accept their responsibility for 
the atrocities they had committed.  
 
They commissioned some of the top film editors to sit and make sense of the footage 
which took them longer than expected as they found it so harrowing and traumatic. 
They employed top directors like Alfred Hitchcock to oversee the project but when he 
first saw the footage of the liberation of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp in 
1945, he couldnʼt work for a week. No stranger to the subject of murder and horror, 
he nevertheless was shocked and appalled by 'the real thing,'  So graphic was the 
footage that much of it was used in the Nuremberg Trials. When the editing was 
completed the original narration, written by Labour Cabinet Minister Richard 
Crossman and Australian journalist Colin Wills, was read by actor Trevor Howard.  
 
But then they had a dilemma. The alliesʼ political needs had changed. After the war 
the allies needed to work with the Germans and not against them, and they thought 
that releasing the film would be embarrassing for all concerned. They no longer 
sought to rebuke the Germans for the atrocities they had wrought on humanity. It was 
time for reconstruction and revival of the old industrious German spirit – no time for 
new, eloquent recriminations.  In an attempt to sanitise and make the footage more 
palatable they brought over from Hollywood directors like Billy Wilder to oversee the 
re-editing of it. The exercise provoked so much political arguments that five of the 
filmʼs six reels were deposited in the Imperial War Museum vaults and the project 
was shelved once again and forgotten. The film was never seen until about a year 
ago when it was shown in art cinemas around the world including FACT Liverpool.  
By today's standards, the original Crossman-Howard commentary is somewhat 
lacking in its description, particularly of who was who in front of the cameras. 
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However more recently a new team of film makers under the direction of André 
Singer made a brand new documentary film, "Night will fall," about the whole project 
including the making of the original film which means the footage will now be seen 
the way Hitchcock, Bernstein and the other collaborators intended. As part of the new 
project the Imperial War Museum painstakingly restored the footage using digital 
technology, piecing together the extra material from the missing sixth reel.  It 
mentions about the style of script writing and the way in which Howard did the voice-
over which comes over as slightly matter-of-fact. Perhaps today it would have been 
more descriptive with a different tone. Today they use specialist actors like Samuel 
West or David Morrissey who are excellent. In the new 75 minute film Helena 
Bonham Carter does the voice over.  
 
In the original film they left the original script and voice-over as produced to give it its 
wartime flavour. Although the recent of these two holocaust films has lots of 
references to the original wartime documentary, it is still worth seeing both films. It's 
not an evening's entertainment but for anyone interested in documentary and film-
making the later film is a must. 'Night will fall' was shown on January 24th on Channel 
4 along with several other television programmes as part of 70th anniversary 
Holocaust commemorations. Sidney Bernstein with his brother Cecil went on to own 
a national chain of cinemas called Granada and in 1955 they founded Granada 
Television in Manchester, one of the first independent licensees to broadcast and 
compete against the BBC. 
 
Read more at: http://www.jewishpress.com/news/breaking-news/watch-hitchcock-
holocaust-documentary-suppressed-by-the-british/2014/01/12/ 
'Night will fall' is available on DVD from amazon.co.uk or the British Film Institute 
shop at bfi.org.uk/shop 
 
Ed. 
 
 
MORE FILMS TO WATCH 

While we are on the subject of films, do look 
out for the excellent programme of films 
arranged by the Film Appreciation Club at the 
Liverpool Jewish Community Centre on the 
King David Campus. Films which are post-
release and occasionally have Jewish themes 
and connections, are selected by members 
who give a brief introduction followed by a 
short discussion with refreshments served after 
the film. The next two films are booked for 20th 
May and 17th June. See communal newsletter. 

 
The Centre has just invested in a new state of the art projector and DVD player as 
well as some comfortable chairs. Films start at 7.30pm with an entrance donation of 
£3. For more details or if you would like to present your favourite or unusual film, 
contact Eric Cohen on 07721 047 219 or ecohen9673@aol.com  
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TURN HEBREW ON ITS HEAD 
Calligrapher David Simmons reveals the problems of Hebrew writing.   
 
Anyone who has ever attempted Hebrew calligraphy will be aware of the difficulties 
right-handed people have in writing Hebrew from right to left. Not only does the hand 
with the pen cover up the writing - a problem shared by left-handed writers of English 
- but the horizontal strokes of the letters must be drawn from left to right as the pen 
must be pulled, not pushed. This makes it very difficult to space the letters evenly. 
 
Many people assume that the ancient Hebrews must have been predominantly left-
handed; but what is the evidence to support this and how can we explain how the 
population switched to right-handedness? 
 
It is interesting to note that in Israel today, when Yemeni children learn to read 
Hebrew, clustered round their teacher, who has the book, the ones facing the teacher 
learn to read upside down. This follows a long tradition, back to the days when 
Talmud was studied from books in this way and much further back to the origins of 
precious and rare manuscripts on skins and papyrus. 
 
Put yourself in the position of the right-handed, upside-down learner. How will he 
write? Upside-down, of course. If you try to write modern Hebrew upside-down, it is 
amazingly easy with the right hand;- 
 

• You write from left to right.  
• The letters lend themselves well to the natural strokes of the pen, allowing 

 them to be pulled rather than pushed.  
• Each letter is started from the side next to the previous letter so that spacing is 

 simple.  
    • The letters stand on the line rather than hang from it.  
 
The only thing that seems odd to us is that we have to start at the bottom of the page 
and work our way upwards. Could it be that written Hebrew did, in fact, start like this - 
upside down?  
 
We are starting a society to research what at present is just a strong theory. 
Documents alone neither prove nor disprove it as they can be read/written either way 
up. We shall look for Hebrew inscriptions in stone which carry inverted lettering and 
which could not have been stood the other way up as it is inconceivable that it could 
have been common practice to read, standing on one’s head. We should be 
interested to hear from others. Yours etc 

 
David Simmons,  The Inverted Hebrew Society ... 

 
Then David was prompted to write in to the Jewish Chronical after spotting the 
following curiosity...... 
 
[If the Orner were counted backwards, we might now be close to Purim. Lag ba 
‘Omer falls on Sunday. Ed. “JC”]  (Published in The Jewish Chronicle 11th May 1990) 
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David also reports that this bittersweet story appeared in an edition of Maariv a 
couple of years back. ‘Walter Galler, a Jewish man, passed away on September 28th 
1939 in Namibia.' So what else is new, you shall undoubtedly ask? 
 
The singularity of this case was that he had a local wife who obviously loved him and, 
willing to follow the custom of his husband's tribe, decided that a Hebrew text would 
appear on his tombstone, no matter what. The only problem was that the good wife 
did not know Hebrew. But she did not surrender and, after a feverish search she and 
her friends carried out, a box of matzos was located. There was a Hebrew text on the 
box and, in addition, Kind David's star.  So this is the text that has appeared on the 
tombstone:  
 
And here it is after some magnification. The text "!"#$ %&'" means "kosher for 
Passover". And even if you know your Hebrew, you will have to stand on your head 

to read it, since the engraver, not being an expert in 
the language, put the text upside down...   The 
tombstone was located recently, and the chief rabbi of 
the Jewish-African Congress decided to remove the 
text, seeing in it somewhat of an insult to his religion.’    
DS. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Editor's note: I have always known the Simmons brothers, David, Philip and Anthony 
from Liverpool. Their father was a dentist in Rose Lane. My brother Alan was at 
Quarry Bank with David and I knew Philip and Anthony from cheder at Greenbank. I 
always remember meeting David in the 1950s and we were talking about what we all 
wanted to do when we left school. He said he wanted to be a computer programmer. 
I asked him, "what's a computer?" The brothers eventually left Liverpool and I had no 
contact with them for over 50 years. 
 
When my brother in law Arnold Lewis knew that I was editing this magazine he 
suggested I get in touch with his good friend David Simmons with whom he had 
always maintained contact and who was the editor of the Wembley Synagogue News 
magazine.  Since then, David and I have exchanged anecdotes of our work editing 
shul magazines. David is a skilled photographer and calligrapher (which he claims 
was influenced by Alan's handwriting which he admired at Quarry) but David is also 
an expert on desktop publishing and his magazines like the WSN are highly 
professional and to a standard to which I would hope to aspire. The above is the first 
of a few articles we have swapped for our respective magazines.    
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SHUL NOTICE BOARD  
The officers and members of LOHC wish to send messages to the  
following Shul members for these occasions last year;- 
  
Simchas 
Natalya Rosenbloom Bat Chayil  21st June 
Edward Marks & Stuart Jackson's joint 60th birthday Kiddush  28th June 
Carol & Mark Newman's 1st Wedding Anniversary Kiddush  12th July 
Arnold Brown's 90th Birthday Kiddush  9th August 
   
Heritage Open Day Sunday 14th September 
   
Long life to the families of 
Essie Felton 14th February 
Gertrude Fagin  23rd March 
Dr Jerrold Rosenthal  30th March 
Myer Grossman  2nd June 
Mrs Pamela Churney  4th July 
Dr Leonard Wolfman  22nd July  
Mr Harry Ross  12th August  
Dr Mervin Kingston  1st October 
Mr Maurice Levensohon  24th November 
  
Stone settings 
Jack Goodman  4th May 
Mrs Essie Felton 14th September 
Mrs Rene Moss 30th November 
 
   
And in 2015;- 
  
Simchas 
Lauren Highet Bat Chayil  10th January 
  
Sponsored Kiddushim 
Michael Swerdlow for Mother's Yartzeit  24th January 
Welcome Kiddush for Rabbi & Mrs Abel  14th February 
Student Kiddush with speaker Mrs Louise Ellman MP 14th March 
  
Civic Service  22nd March  
  
Wedding 
The late Dr & Mrs Lionel Temkin's grandson Jonathan Harris's marriage to Celine 
Dimbrovsky  8th February 
 
(Together apologizes for any inaccuracies or omissions in the above list.  The shul is 
regularly used for wedding ceremonies, however we record in our list here only those 
weddings involving shul members and their families) 
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                            Tel: 0151 733 2292        

              Email:info@mjccshifrin.co.uk  
www.merseysidejewishcommunitycare.co.uk  

                                

 

Mondays: 
 

Feel-Good Factor (Art and Keep-Fit) 2.00 pm to 4.00 pm at the King 
David Campus. 

 
Lunch and Activity Club 12 noon to 3.30 pm at Rex Cohen Court. 

 
 

Tuesdays: 
 

 

Lunch and Activity Club 12 noon to 3.30 pm at Rex Cohen Court. 
 

 

Wednesdays: 
 

Soup & Sandwich followed by Bingo from 12.30 pm at Rex Cohen 
Court. 
 

lunch and activities followed by afternoon tea and bridge, kalookie, 
rummi-kub 12 noon to 4pm at Allerton Shul.  Booking essential Tel: 733 
2292 
 

up for outings and activities please contact Sandra 733 2292. 
 
Meals-on-Wheels delivered to your door. 
 

 
 

Thursdays: 
 

Come Dance with MJCC (singles and couples welcome) 1.30 pm to  
2.45 pm at the Liverpool Reform Shul. 

 
 

 

Fridays: 
 

Meals-on-Wheels delivered to your door. 
 

 

Jewish Community Care, or would like to find out about our Welfare 
Services please do not hesitate to contact the Care Team (Sandra, Anthea 
or Sue) in strict confidence at Shifrin House. 

 
 
S:\TEMP\DIRECTOR\PUBLICIT\Health  Well-Being Clubs.Doc 

HEALTH & WELL-BEING  
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS 
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Please help us to improve the quality of Jewish life 
for local people at Passover and throughout the 
year by sending your special donation payable to: 

erseyside Jewish Community Care  
c/o Michael Fraenkel, Honorary Treasurer 

MJCC, Shifrin House, 
 433 Smithdown Road, Liverpool L15 3JL 

 

If you wish to donate on-line please visit 
www.justgiving.com/merseysidejcc/ 

 
Registered Charity No: 1122902 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

is delighted to announce that the 

COMMUNAL SEDER 
 

will be taking place on 
 

FRIDAY EVENING 
3rd April 2015 

at 
REX COHEN COURT HALL 

LATHBURY LANE 
 

Places are limited, so please apply early: 
Merseyside Jewish Community Care 
Shifrin House, 433 Smithdown Road 

Liverpool L15 3JL 
Tel:  0151 733 2292 

 
Registered Charity No: 1122902 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S:\TEMP\DIRECTOR\YOMTOV\PESACH\AD-SEDER15-Comm Mag.Doc 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT, 
BOARD OF DEPUTIES 
 
As I write my final Pesach message as President I 
reflect on a period of great challenges and 

achievements. The challenges are obvious; the achievements 
made possible with our new team, new premises and new 
leadership are becoming ever more so. 
 
First within a matter of weeks there is the General Election. We 
at the Board have been attempting to seize on a historic 
opportunity to ensure our programme of Ten Commitments, that 
summarises our key policy asks, is adopted by as many MPs 

and prospective parliamentary candidates as possible. The 2015 General Election: A 
Jewish Manifesto has already been sent out to all selected candidates and there has 
been a hugely gratifying response. We have also been urging our Deputies and 
members of the community to join our online campaign, launched in association with 
We Believe in Israel. By using a new online tool you are able to enter your postcode 
and simultaneously write to all prospective parliamentary candidates to request their 
support for our Ten Commitments. We hope these efforts will result in a Parliament 
with MPs aware and responsive to the needs of our community. 
 
In the meantime whilst there has never been a boring period during the last two 
triennia no time has been quite as challenging this. . At the time of writing we have 
just received the report of the All Party Parliamentary Group on Antisemitism - their 
first since 2006. This followed the awful events in Paris and Copenhagen. The 
community itself has been rocked by the upsurge in antisemitic incidents which in 
2014 exceeded all previous years for which records have been kept. The likelihood of 
copycat incidents in the UK is very high. 
 
In the face of this upsurge we have had a continuous dialogue with the Government 
over the measures we hope will ensure the continued safety of our community. 
Alongside our communal partners we have met the Prime Minister, the Home 
Secretary, the Communities Secretary and Education Secretary. In addition we have 
met the Shadow Home Secretary and London’s Deputy Mayor for crime and policing. 
It has been gratifying to see the firm response of the government and of all the 
mainstream political parties and particularly pleasing that the Home Secretary and 
Communities Secretary were prepared at very short notice to attend our plenary 
meeting, reassuring Deputies of their continued commitment to stand “shoulder to 
shoulder” with the Jewish community in the fight against antisemitism.  
 
The Board have been at the forefront of tackling antisemitic attitudes – from 
politicians, the media and clerics. Yet we see also that though the level of reported 
antisemitic incidents was up, the proportion of single violent incidents was down with 
only one incident of extreme violence and according to the research carried out by 
the Fundamental Rights Agency of the EU, the UK remains the most secure place for 
Jews in Europe. The APPG report mentions this as well and also specifically 
commends the Board’s outreach to the Muslim community. Nevertheless we cannot 
afford to be complacent. Antisemitism, however, is not our only problem.  
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The campaign for Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions directed against Israel is going 
to get stronger as will the calls for the UK to recognise a Palestinian state 
independent of any peace or even negotiations with Israel.  
 
Directly but also through the Fair Play Campaign Group, we fight a constant battle 
against the growing anti-Israel campaign whether on campus, in the media, the 
unions, local authorities or anywhere else it may arise. Although some question 
whether that the Board has a role to play on Israel, we recognise its centrality to the 
community and the consequent need for the community’s representative body to 
speak out on Israel’s behalf. 
 
On the domestic side, the challenge to shechitah is growing with calls for a ban even 
from quarters normally sympathetic to our community. In education matters, many of 
our schools have come under pressure because of reasons utterly unconnected with 
them. We continue to challenge misunderstanding and malicious attacks with clarity 
and vigour. 
 
There are however, plenty of positives for Jews in the UK. Britain is also home to a 
community which for its size is probably the most vital in the diaspora. Our schools 
are flourishing with outstanding standards and ever greater numbers of pupils. The 
Board through its advice and above all through Pikuach, its inspectorate, is playing 
an important role here. Our service to small communities, Jewish Connection, 
sustains a fulfilling Jewish life for the approximately 20% of the Jews of this country 
living in communities too small to support a minister.  
 
Throughout the country, at cross communal events such as Jewish Book Week and 
Limmud, the Board has been active in making presentations and appearing at more 
events than ever before. The Board also continues with its work with the Jewish 
Living exhibition– attended by over 8,000 adults and school children in the past year 
alone - explaining Judaism to the outside world. 
 
Finally we should mention our efforts to reach out to parts of the community not 
previously represented on the Board. We have increased substantially the 
representation of students and young people and are working with the Israeli 
community in London. The Charedi community remains largely outside the Board but 
we work very closely with them and by their account our relations with them have 
never been as good as they are now.  
 
Pesach is our festival of freedom but it is also the defining seminal event in our 
history. Whatever the challenges the Board will be determined to meet them and we 
know that this country continues to offer benefits that few other Jewish communities 
boast. Of that we continue to be proud. 
 
Chag sameach 
 
Vivian Wineman 
President,  The Board of Deputies of British Jews 
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LET'S GET TOGETHER  
Together editor Michael Swerdlow chats to shul choir member  
and organist Ruth Raisman. 

 
 
MS. Ruth, I'd like to learn more about the shul choir but let's start by going back to 
your younger days. 
RR. I joined the Hebrew School at the start of the war in 1939 but the school was 
soon evacuated to Chester, where I took ill and was brought home. After discharge 
from Alder Hey, I went to St. Margaret's primary school behind Princes Rd. Even 
though my family lived next door to Grove Street shul we were always members of 
Princes Road. I got a scholarship to go to St Edmunds High School in Devonshire 
Road, selected mainly because it was on a convenient tram route, door to door from 
home.  There I developed a love of science, especially chemistry which is why I went 
to the Liverpool School of Pharmacy and qualified as a pharmacist. I have always 
worked in retail pharmacy apart from 3 months in hospital work at the start of my 
first pregnancy.  
 
MS. What are your earliest memories of this shul? 
RR. There was always the strictest of decorum with no talking and it was very formal.  
You would hardly ever see a mother with a baby in her arms, and if she did, she 
would be encouraged to sit at the back ready to make a quick get away if the child so 
much as whimpered.  On Kol Nidre night all the women wore white and all the men 
wore dinner suits. Everyone wore hats. There was not an empty seat in the place.  I 
went straight upstairs to the choir loft with my mother and I can only remember a 
handful of occasions, to this day, were I have sat in the gallery with other women - 
my place was always in the choir loft. Reverend Bornstein was our chazan.  He came 
from Budapest and at first hardly spoke any English. People would talk to him in 
Yiddish. Several people have confirmed the tales he told that in Budapest, 
congregants would queue up outside the Great Synagogue there, just to hear 
Bornstein sing. I have pleasant memories of both Rabbi Woolf and Reverend 
Abenson who were both charming and gentle men with whom I got on well.   
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MS. We associate you with piano and organ playing. How did you first get into music? 
RR. My parents paid for me to have piano lessons when I was six during the war but I 
was good enough for them to send me to the Matthay School of Music ,  
which must have been expensive for them, but I did reach grade 8. I played and 
loved all the classics like Bach and Mozart. 
 
MS. Tell me about your choir singing family. 
RR. My father Charles Dorfman and his brother Ralph Dorfman had always been 
members of Princes Road and sang in the choir since they were boys.  Originally it 
was only a male voice choir. Reverend Coleman would recruit new choristers from 
the pupils of the Hebrew School and in those days they got paid to sing so it was 
quite an incentive. Charles and Ralph met and married two sisters, my mother 
Rebecca and her sister Bessie who incidentally used to sing in a choir in a London 
shul. Carrying on the family tradition of course, my cousin Naomi also joined 
her mother Bessie and eventually followed her mother as a soloist. On 
the demise of Raphael, I was persuaded to take up the baton and become 
choir leader and although wanting to retire am still doing it aided by 
other choir members. 
 
Being from such a musical family, our children and grandchildren are all singers, 
joining us in the choir when very young. When we used to sit together round the table 
for Yomtov meals we always sang  shul music in harmony and the children learned 
that way. The only exception was my late husband John, who loved listening to music 
but could not sing. His family were all members of Greenbank Drive Shul but he 
joined Princes Road. when we married. He was a regular attender, served on the 
Select Committee and did much "behind the scenes" work for the shul. He suffered 
many lonely evenings when I was out at meetings in my capacity as Honorary 
Secretary. All the children have now left Liverpool and we do miss their voices in the 
choir. 
 
MS. I'm intrigued to know how it became a mixed choir. 
RR.  Before the war, the choir was all male. There were 24 boys divided into three 
groups - raw recruits and beginners (sopranos) and older more experienced altos. 
The men were tenors and basses. Children learned Tonic Solfa in school and the 
boys learned the music that way. The choir always sang in 4-part harmony. 
They wore caps and gowns in the style of church or cathedral choirs - 
all part of the Anglicised tradition. During the war, the boys were evacuated to the 
country and young men were called up so the Wardens asked Raphael and Charles 
to form a choir for Yomtov, which they did with members of the Jewish Music Society, 
including their wives and sister Ena. I remember my parents telling me 
that during a family camping holiday in North Wales, they were learning and 
singing the Rosh Hashana music and the local people were curious as they 
thought we were singing Welsh songs they had never heard before. 
 
MS. And how did you become the choir organist? 
RR. The choir would often be asked to sing at weddings and other events. One such 
occasion in 1950 was a mid week, lunch time wedding at Greenbank Shul. My cousin 
Naomi and I were both at school at the time but we managed to take time off during 
the lunch break to get to Greenbank in our school uniforms to take our places in the 
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choir. The ceremony was just about to start and the organist had clearly failed to turn 
up, so my father, who had every confidence in my piano playing, told me to take over 
as he stood by. We had to get back to school and so the rest of the choir had to sing 
the Hallelujah without an accompaniment. At that time all the previous organists had 
passed on so from then on, I became the choir's permanent accompanist at 
weddings and civic services. The rest of the time I take my place in the choir.  
 
MS. Where have the choir performed? 
RR. Over many years we have been asked to sing at communal events like Yom 
Ha'atzmaut and in all the local synagogues including the special consecration of a 
new oran kodesh at a beth hamedrish in a kosher hotel in Blackpool.  More recently I 
played the keyboard with the local King David singing groups, the Chaverim and also 
the Chiribim. 
 
MS. I believe you had some extra duties at Princes Road. 
RR. Yes, for many years I have been the official Registrar for weddings at the shul. 
The role is officially called Secretary of Marriages and it used to be the responsibility 
of one of the ministers however the shul executives realised that I would normally be 
at all these ceremonies so they gave me the job. I have to follow certain Board of 
Deputies rules. I had to get the timing right as I was usually up in the loft playing the 
organ then had to dash downstairs to set up the registers on the bimma at the end of 
the ceremony. That duty is now performed by our administrator Petula Nevitt.  
 
MS. Do you get much time to relax when you are not doing shul work or spending 
time with your family? 
RR. Coming from an artistic family I have always been keen on art and go to classes 
to do water colours, painting and drawing. I also love going to the theatre especially 
with our own community group. For several years I used to go in once a week to the 
King David Kindergarten and play the piano and get the children to sing songs and 
rhymes, but have recently retired from that.    
 
 
SHUL MEMORABILIA 
When I went to Ruth's house to prepare this interview I was pleasantly surprised to 
see her collection of memorabilia from shul and other communal organisations. It 
included 11 back editions of Together which I had never seen before. Previously it 
called itself a 'journal.' The oldest copy, edition No 6, was dated May 1980, 
containing some excellent articles including one by local architects Weightman and 
Bullen reporting on some of the restoration work they had supervised in the shul 
following a destructive fire.  
 
Stephen Ralph was Senior Warden and the magazine explained that although that 
particular edition would be the last under its editor Reverend Reuben Abenson it 
would go from strength to strength. It went on to invite members to sponsor a 
shabbos kiddush costing £10. What kept the shul magazine going in those days were 
the articles sent in by members and I do hope that those writers (you know who you 
are) if you are still able, will continue to send more material to us, please continue to 
do so. It would have been a little more arduous back in 1980 and you will have 
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written your article by hand, the editor would have had to type them up on a 
Gestetner duplicating machine stencil. Today we hope you will send them by email. 
 
Also in Ruth's collection were two copies of the programme of a concert given in shul 
on June 30th 1982 by cellist Colin Carr and visiting chazan Reverend Geoffrey 
Shisler from London's Kenton Synagogue. Readers will know that Geoffrey became a 
Rabbi appointed to the New West End Synagogue in Bayswater from where he wrote 
a regular article for this magazine. Geoffrey has now retired and we sent him a copy 
of the programme as a souvenir. We print his response below. 
 
Ruth has also collected two programmes entitled Special Choral Service. These were 
arranged by the Liverpool Hebrew Philanthropic Society, one dated 1938 held in 
Princes Road, the other dated 1948 held in Greenbank synagogues respectively. A 
third programme dated 1956 for a service held in Greenbank on the occasion of the 
Civic Visit to the synagogue by His Worship the Mayor of Bootle, Alderman Dr I. 
Harris JP and the Mayoress, Mrs B. Harris JP.  These annual services held at the 
different synagogues became what is now known as the Civic Service and which is 
now held exclusively at Princes Road and are organised on behalf of our community 
by the Merseyside Jewish Representative Council. Ruth hopes to donate this 
memorabilia to our own shul archive for its exhibition and to Arnold Lewis the official 
communal archivist who places such material in the Liverpool Jewish Archive held at 
the Central Records Office in the main library in William Brown Street. 
Ed. 
 
 

HAPPY MEMORIES SINGING CHAZANUT  
AT PRINCES ROAD 
Rabbi Geoffrey Shisler reminisces 
  

A few years ago Michael Swerdlow contacted me in my, then 
capacity of Rabbi of the New West End Synagogue in London, 
and asked if I would be prepared to send a Yom Tov message 
to our sister-shul in Princes Road, since the Liverpool Old 
Hebrew Congregation was without its own Rabbi. This I was 
happy to do for a while and it is possible that you may have 
even read one or two of them. (I won’t be offended if you didn’t 
because I know that the only person who ever read my articles 
in our own shul magazine was my mother-in-law!) WelI, I 
retired in August 2014 and as this will probably be the last 
words I will pen for ‘Together’ I just wanted to mention the time 

I visited your beautiful synagogue. 
 
In 1982 your Rabbi was Rabbi Dr Julian Jacobs and he and his wife Margaret, 
Aleihem Hashalom, were good friends of ours. Rabbi Jacobs was putting on a 
concert with the up-and-coming cellist Colin Carr who, I seem to remember, had a 
personal relationship with Princes Road Shul and Rabbi Jacobs asked me if I would 
perform the other part of the programme. I started my career as a Chazan, having 
trained at Jews’ College, and at that time was Chazan of the Kenton Synagogue. 
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So on June 30th of that year I came to sing in the stunning surroundings of Princes 
Road, being highly fortunate to find there a superb accompanist, Ruth Raisman. 
 
Michael, very kindly, recently sent me the programme and I can see that I sang a 
mixture of Chazanut, Yiddish and Hebrew songs, as well as trying my hand (voice!) 
at some Italian and English art songs. 
 
Colin Carr played some Bach and Max Bruch’s Kol Nidrei Variations. Being a well-
known performer already, Colin’s participation attracted the attention of the local critic 
who wrote a long and fulsome appreciation of his performance. At the end of his 
report he mentioned that Cantor Geoffrey Shisler also participated singing Hebrew 
and Yiddish melodies and songs from the classical repertoire. He concluded that I 
was more at home with the former than the latter!  (An observation that was spot-on). 
I did however have my moment of glory when the Jewish Chronicle published its 
report of the same concert starting with a very positive review of my contribution and 
the items I performed and concluding with a sentence that the cellist Colin Carr also 
participated! 
 
I hope that Michael will be able to persuade my successor at the New West End to 
continue sending a message to your fine magazine, and in this way continue to 
maintain a slender thread of connection between the two congregations. 
 
I send you my warmest wishes for the continuing success of your community and 
wish you all a happy and Kasher Pesach. 
 
Rabbi Geoffrey L. Shisler  
 
 
 
IT MUST BE TRUE - IT WAS IN THE JEWISH PAPERS 
Israeli dating column adverts from the internet 
 
Jewish businessman, 49, manufactures Sabbath candles, Chanukah candles, 
havdallah candles,Yahrzeit candles. Seeks non-smoker.                   POB 787. 

Orthodox woman with ghet, seeks man who got ghet or can get ghet. Get it?  
I'll show you mine if you show me yours.                                             POB 72. 
Divorced Jewish man seeks partner to attend shul light shabbos candles, celebrate 
holidays, build Sukkah together, attend brisses, bar mitzvahs - Religion not important.                             
                POB 658 

Shmuel Gabbai, 36. I take out the Torah Saturday morning. Would like to take you 
out Saturday night. Please write.          POB 81. 

Jewish male, 34, very successful, smart, independent, self-made, looking for girl 
whose father will hire me.           POB 43 
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TOGETHER MAGAZINE 
This magazine is only circulated to Princes Road Shul members. It’s a way of 
keeping you in the circle with news, announcements, articles of interest, reports etc. 
If you would like to contribute an article on a topic you think would interest other 
members or a letter expressing your views about what goes on in Shul, then please 
drop us a line together with photographs and graphics if appropriate, preferably by 
email so that we don’t have to decipher and type handwritten notes. Please send 
them to the Shul office at the address above or send them direct to the editor at 
michael@swerdlow.co.uk 
 
Any articles sent in to be considered for inclusion for the Rosh Hashanah 2015 
edition must be received by the editor no later than six weeks before the festival to 
guarantee inclusion.  
 
Shul officers and the magazine editor reserve the right to edit or omit material sent in 
if space does not permit or is unsuitable for publishing. 
 
Any articles or opinions expressed in this magazine do not imply they are those of 
the Shul officers or authority.  
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PESACH BAKEWELL TART 
 
INGREDIENTS 
 
PASTRY 
175 grams margarine 
  75 grams caster sugar 
175 grams fine matzo meal 
 75 grams potato flour 
 75 grams ground almonds 
   1  standard egg, beaten 
 
FILLING 
100 grams margarine 
100 grams caster sugar 
 50 grams ground almonds 
 25 grams fine matzo meal 
 25 grams potato flour 
   2 eggs  
 Jam for base of pastry. 

 
 
METHOD 
 
Use an 8" diameter loose bottom flan tin for this amount of filling.  
The pastry will do a 10" diameter tin, but will need more filling. 
 
For the Pastry:  
Rub the margarine into the dry ingredients and mix with enough beaten egg to form 
the dough. 
Roll out on lightly floured board and then line the tin. 
The pastry is difficult to roll but don't worry if it breaks, just use your fingers to push 
the pasty together. 
 
For the filling:  
Cream the margarine and the sugar, add the dry ingredients alternately with the 
beaten eggs. 
Spread the jam onto the pastry base and cover with the filling. 
Bake at 180°C / 375°F or gas number 5, for 25 to 30 minutes until it feels  
firm to the touch.  
 
Put a little glace icing over the top and sprinkle with flaked almonds. 


